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Abstract
Nationalist conflicts are a recurrent source of concern for disparate countries, Spain is one of
them. Despite sharing the same statewide context, the Catalan and Basque sub-nationalist
movements have evolved quite differently in the last years. Whereas Catalonia has reached an
unprecedented increase of secessionism in roughly the last decade, the Basque Country has in
the same timeframe experienced the easing of its sub-nationalist demands.
Connecting with the broader field of nationalist movements, this thesis aims to fill a
gap by analyzing this relatively unexplored dimension of contrasting the political momentums
of Catalan and Basque sub-nationalism. To this end, this thesis provides more nuanced
understanding of the processes and conditions (causal mechanisms) behind these differing
political outcomes. Thus, the research question asks which conditions fueled the escalation of
Catalan secessionist aspirations, and conversely, eased such demands in the Basque Country
in the timeframe 2009-2019. The basis for this study is an eclectic theoretical framework which
connects broader theory on nationalism with top-down and bottom-up approaches, social
movements and non-violence theories. For that, I have combined comparative analysis with
process tracing.
In doing so, I take Richard Gillespie’s concepts of accommodation and contestation
towards the central state and apply them by dividing the Basque and Catalan trajectories into
phases. In the analysis, I show that the levels of sub-nationalist assertiveness are determined
by three sets of conditions. Such conditions lead to differing mechanisms, which consequently,
foster either accommodation or contestation. The theoretical framework I develop consists of
a top-down, bottom-up and contextual-conditions trialogue. I found seven conditions that all
impact sub-nationalist movements to some extent. Specifically: factionalism (within the main
sub-nationalist party); competition (between sub-nationalist parties); type of regional
leadership (contesting/accommodating); popular mobilization and pro-independence civil
structures; economic situation (adverse/advantageous); and political violence related to the
movement. These findings have important implications for the development of a typological
theory of sub-nationalist performances.
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Note to the reader
Despite referring to the Catalan and Basque sub-nationalist movements in a broad sense at
some points through my analysis, it is important to recall that there is not one Basque or one
Catalan nationalist movement. As a matter of fact, these are split into various competing
political parties and factions within these, having not only different leftist-rightist leanings but
also different territorial strategies and ambitions.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

Opinion polls have, particularly since 2010, shown a sharp increase of Catalan support for
Catalonia’s independence from Spain. In the last few years, figures and statistics such as
“Almost four out of five Catalans would support a referendum on self-determination” (Alcalde
and Aguiar 2017) and “Between 40% and 50% of the [Catalan] population would support
independence” (Serrano 2013) have inundated the media. Oddly enough, in the same period,
the headlines relating to the Basque Country’s nationalist struggle were quite different, reading
“Highest levels of rejection on Basque independence since 1998” (El Mundo, 2018) and,
perhaps the most awaited news by the Spanish public after six decades of terrorism read
“Basque separatist group ETA announces dissolution” (Jones 2018).
National identity and nationalist political mobilization have been studied extensively
from many standpoints in the social sciences. Policymakers and scholars dig into ethnic and
national conflicts as these are recurrent phenomena, though varying greatly through time and
space, as well as in intensity and demands. It is a topical subject and source of concern for
disparate countries, especially when the terms “independence” and “secession” are brought up
and question the sovereignty of the central state. Cases of independence or secession
movements attract special attention from a political science research perspective, such as states
that resulted from decolonization (e.g. South Sudan or Nigeria) or states created shortly after
the two World Wars which presented identity-nationalism conjunctions (e.g. Czechoslovakia
or Yugoslavia). However, the question of identity in old Western European states is more
perplexing, given the lack of trauma from colonization or being recently founded (e.g. Spain,
Great Britain or France). They thus present more of a puzzle to figure out (Bollen and Medrano
1998, 587). Out of these three cases, Spain delivers a promising setting to draw insights on proindependence (sub)nationalist movements, providing the researcher with two independent and
distinct cases: Catalonia and the Basque Country. These are comparable given they share
common ground on the fundamental features, such as a trajectory and aspirations of autonomy
and self-government, own language, cultural particularities, regional economic success and,
importantly, strong nationalist political parties at the regional government (Gillespie 2015).
Typically, scholarly studies of nationalist movements have centered on cross-case
variation and when they have focused on the Basque and Catalan cases, the comparison
addresses the similarities or differences between them. Yet, others direct their attention to find
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out why the former has been more radical in order to achieve political independence, while the
latter had mostly taken an autonomist 1 and federalist tone and generally disclaimed the use of
violence (Lluch 2010, 338).
The Kingdom of Spain laid its foundations in 1469, with the marriage of Ferdinand I of
Aragon and Isabella of Castile, who through their marital union also consolidated the union of
their kingdoms. After centuries of political changes and a convulsed 20 th century, today’s Spain
is divided into 17 autonomous regions. These regions are represented and governed at two
levels, by their autonomous regional governments and the central Spanish government. Each
of those regions is known for particular traditions and even language variations. Historically,
Catalonia and the Basque Country have stood out for having political movements demanding
–further– autonomy, and at some points in recent history, secession from the Spanish state.
Previous research shows that the two regions in Spain with the lowest levels of sense of
belonging to the Spanish state are Catalonia and the Basque Country (Bollen and Medrano
1998, 587).
The past years have been especially important for Catalan pro-secessionists, especially
since 2012; year considered as the start of the ongoing proceso soberanista (pro-sovereignty
process) (El Mundo 2017). The process has had some focal points such as the popular
consultation about the future of Catalonia in 2014 or the 2017 referendum of independence and
a subsequent declaration of independence by the Catalan government (deemed illegal by the
Spanish government). In contrast, during this last decade Basque nationalism has not been very
present in the national and international media nor has its autonomous government tried to
copy the echoed pro- independence initiatives of the Catalan government. In fact, the opposite
happened in the past years (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 2007b; Gillespie 2015).
2011 was the year Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (Basque Homeland and Freedom or ETA), a
Basque nationalist terrorist organization, declared a permanent ceasefire after decades of armed
struggle. Furthermore, in April 2018, ETA announced its complete dissolution and the end to
its political actions –which has been respected so far. Despite the more recent “Catalanist
boom”, prior to 2009 it could be argued that it was rather the other way around, the Basque
quest for independence was the ongoing “issue”. The Basque nationalist claims dominated the
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Aiming at more autonomy but within the Spanish state.
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political agenda and particularly concerned Spanish policymakers, while Catalan nationalism
was still in an accommodationist phase within the Spanish state (Gillespie 2015).

Case Selection
The study of sectors within a single nation offers an ideal setting for a controlled comparison,
as the degree of similarity of these intra-units is likely to be higher (Lijphart 1975, 167–68).
The criteria followed in the case selection was to find two comparable cases that met the most
basic rule of variation on the outcome, as without such variation the research would not be able
to produce any causal inference about the phenomenon2 (Kaarbo and Beasley 1999). These
standards have led me to John Stuart Mill’s “Method of difference” also known as “mostsimilar research design”, that employs a minimum of two cases that display similar background
conditions and different outcomes. Moreover, in order to be more informative, the research
design should analyze the change through time (Gerring 2006, 79). Albeit being relatively
similar cases and sharing common features, Catalonia and the Basque Country have followed
distinct paths and fortunes. The phenomenon under study is thus the rapid increase/decline of
the secessionist dimension of the two sub-nationalist movements. The cases will be looked at
holistically, where each part is seen as an entity conforming a system (Beach 2016b). Such
holism allows for the analysis of configurations or combinations of characteristics, that can
then, be compared with each other (Ragin 2014).
Understanding why these sub-nationalist movements and demands arise in the first
place is already a challenging task itself. Out of the 17 autonomous territories within Spain,
Basques and Catalans developed particular ethnic and civic identities that collided with Spanish
identity (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 130). As a matter of fact, the territorial arrangement of
the autonomous regions put in place during the transition to democracy (1975-1982) derived
from the pressure exercised from the three so-called historical nations within Spain, namely:
the Basque Country, Catalonia and Galicia (Guibernau 2000, 61). In order to satisfy their
demands, the Article 2 of the Spanish Constitution declares the indissoluble unity of the
Spanish nation while recognizing and guaranteeing the right to autonomy of the nationalities
and regions of which it is composed (The Spanish Constitution 1978 Art. 2). Moreover, this
same article that laid the foundations for recognizing different nationalities and concede
2
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territorial autonomy is the center of further demands from Basque and Catalan nationalists that
call for recognition as nations and not only as nationalities. Some examples of such demands
can be found in Andoni Ortuzar, president of the executive board of the Basque Nationalist
Party (Partido Nacionalista Vasco or PNV) or Carles Puigdemont, ex-president of former
political party Convergence and Union (Convergència i Unió or CiU) (Infobae 2020;
Vozpópuli 2019).
Nonetheless, the political demands and intensity of Basque and Catalan nationalism
have varied when compared to one another and through time. Catalan secessionist aspirations
have gained political momentum in the last decade, contrasting with the Basque counterpart
whose secessionist impetus – albeit achieving strong support– never resulted in strong political
moves as the declaration of Catalonia as an independent republic 3. It is recognizable that
Catalonia has accelerated in its quest for independence while the Basque Country’s very same
aspirations, have stalled (e.g. El Mundo 2018; Fainé 2014; Piñol 2012). The contrasting
evolution and strategic shifts of Basque and Catalan nationalist parties has also attracted the
attention of Richard Gillespie (2017a, 2017b)4, who focuses his analysis on the respective prosovereignty politics, focusing on the main nationalist parties and their strategies. Gillespie
analyzes these changes as moving along a continuum with, at one end, accommodation with
the Spanish state, and on the other, contestation to such state, aiming at sovereignty (Gillespie
2015). It is tacit in contemporary studies that countries are not socially homogeneous territories,
but comprised by different levels of social organization, where among other factors,
subnational governments and ethnic cleavages shape citizens’ perceptions and inclinations
(Sybblis and Centeno 2017, 799). Thus, apart from top-down examination to analyze the
strategies from the nationalist parties and elites, I will also adopt a bottom-up approach to study
the mobilization of national identity from the social base. For that respect, I will look into what
makes people identify, identify less, or even stop identifying with their state and more with
their subnational region. As other regions in Spain also have their own language 5, traditions

3

The Unilateral Declaration of Independence of Catalonia as a sovereign republic from Spain ratified by 72/135
by the Catalan Parliament on October 27th, 2017.
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Professor and author of many works on Spanish politics, since 2010 focused primarily on Catalan politics and
the Independence Movement in Catalonia.
5

As Galicia or Comunidad Valenciana, where Gallego and Valenciano are the first language before Castilian
(common Spanish).
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and different history or pasts6, it would be oversimplifying to argue that factors such as
language, regional history or particular traditions are enough to justify Basque and Catalan subnationalist performances.
I leave outside my scope of analysis the case of Galicia, a region located in the
Northwest of Spain also with a sub-state nationalist movement and where a vernacular
language (Gallego) is spoken besides Castilian Spanish. However, the two classical nationalist
movements actively contesting the Spanish central state are in the Basque Country and
Catalonia, whereas Galician nationalism has been argued to be virtually non-existent. Since
regional autonomy was instituted it has mostly been the conservative Spanish-centralist
political party (Partido Popular) that has governed, and not the regional nationalists as in
Catalonia and the Basque Country (Guibernau 2000, 65). As a matter of fact, Galician
nationalists have only accessed regional power in 2005 in coalition with the socialists (Partido
Socialista Obrero Español), and yet they were a minor partner. Thus, it is asserted that Galician
nationalist have not achieved a comparable level of social support as their Catalan and Basque
counterparts (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 37)
Therefore, this thesis focuses on the Basque and Catalan nationalist demands against
Spain, the(ir) containing state. More concretely, it aims to shed light on which conditions foster
the transition from an autonomist form of nationalism to flaming demands for independence
and secession from the state (Catalonia); or vice versa, from a more pro-independence stance
to a less contesting form of nationalism (Basque Country).

Research Question
In light of the above, my research question reads as follows:
“Which conditions explain the escalation of Catalan secessionist aspirations, and
conversely, the tempering of such demands by Basque nationalism in the timeframe 20092019?”
My study will mainly focus on the time period between 2009 and 2019, as the shift in
the phenomenon of interest appears to roughly coincide with the last decade. Moreover, it

6
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allows for some flexibility in the timeframe. This is to give context and trace events relevant
for the unfolding of conditions behind the differing outcomes. To do so, the analysis will
contrapose the differences and study commonalities of the Catalan and Basque political
momentum and dynamics.

Positioning in the field
This research project connects with the broader field of secessionist movements and aims to
contribute by employing theory and drawing insights from a more nuanced understanding of
these sub-nationalist movements. The goal is to draw out the processes and conditions (thus,
causal mechanisms) behind the differing political momentum and strength (outcomes) of the
two cases. Identifying such conditions and processes will help to unfold the puzzling
relationship between subnational identities and their political prospects.
In doing so, I take Richard Gillespie’s concepts and theory of accommodation and
contestation towards the central state and apply them in practice by dividing the Basque and
Catalan sub-nationalist movements into phases. In doing so, I take into account two levels of
analysis. One is the regional government, namely the Generalitat in Catalonia and the Eusko
Jaurlaritza in the Basque Country. Thereafter, I look at the leading faction within the main subnationalist parties, and particularly at the political leaders behind the regional presidencies. For
that, I have spotlighted certain conditions that, as part of broader and more complex
mechanisms have led to strategic shifts on the territorial axis. Thus, the present thesis aims to
fill a gap by analyzing the conditions that help explain this relatively unexplored dimension of
the contrasting political momentums of Catalan and Basque sub-nationalist demands.
Furthermore, the findings may be a blueprint for further research aiming to develop a
typological theory for nationalist movements’ performances and evolution between
accommodation and contestation toward their “container state”.

Research Design
My research is outcome and case oriented, as I seek to capture the particularity of these specific
experiences and historical trajectories. The research assesses causal complexity and
combinatorial explanations, understanding that it is the “intersection of a set of conditions in
time and space that produces many of the large-scale qualitative changes, not the separate or
6

independent effects of these conditions” (Ragin 2014, 25). On the one hand, aiming at the
specificity of the cases because of their intrinsic value my focus is historically interpretive, to
provide with significant analysis of the outcome. On the other, it is causally analytic, intending
to shed light on what has caused two cases that appear to be very similar to experience differing
outcomes. As this Comparative Case Study (CCS) departs from very singular cases of
nationalist projects, the research will turn to a mechanistic explanation of each particular result.
The CCS logic has two main dimensions: the contrast and the “tracing across sites or scales”
logic, thus, simultaneously attaining at the macro, meso and micro levels of analysis (Bartlett
and Vavrus 2017).
In order to solidify the findings, I triangulate my results, relating my data to previous
literature and theory. As an added source of knowledge, I had planned to conduct interviews
with experts and scholars specialized on the Catalan and Basque nationalist movements.
Some of the selected candidates for the interviews for the Catalan movement were:
Josep M. Colomer, researcher specialized on the “Catalan question”, located at CSIC (the
Spanish National Research Council) in Barcelona, which is the largest public institution in
Spain dedicated to research. And Enric Juliana, a central reference on the Catalan proindependence drive, from the Catalan most read newspaper La Vanguardia.
For the Basque movement I identified: Ludger Mees, a German expert on the Basque
nationalist movement, university professor at the University of the Basque Country (UPV).
And José Luis de la Granja Sainz, expert on the history of Spain and considered as an eminence
on the history of Basque nationalism.
I also planned on interview pro-independence supporters from civil society to share
about their motivations and reasons for doing so. These were intended to provide with a
specialized perspective and representative insights in order to further shed light on possible
conditions and causal mechanisms. Nevertheless, due to the corona pandemic situation, the
fieldwork had to be put on hold.
The historical review of the two nationalist movements proved particularly valuable.
With special attention to the time period of 2009-2019, it unveiled noteworthy insights on
different dimensions. The relevance of historical exploration comes as a means for advancing
PT, as in-depth case studies are quintessential for PT (Beach 2016b). Such knowledge helps
disclosing the microfoundations behind the phenomena under analysis (George and Bennett

7

2005, 147). Likewise, contextual historicization is necessary for particularization, which is the
PT strategy I prioritized over generalization (George and Bennett 2005, 147).

1.4.1 Process tracing, Conditions and Causal Mechanisms
My method to achieve these research objectives is Process Tracing (PT). While it serves to
unveil the causal dynamics that lead to an outcome (in a particular case) it can also be used to
reveal the causal mechanisms linking causes with outcomes, which is useful to my goal of
understanding divergence in similar cases of sub-nationalist movements.
Causal mechanisms are seen as “portable concepts” that link how a cause, also called
condition, in a particular setting explains an outcome (Falleti and Lynch 2009). Just as causal
mechanisms are key to understand causation, context is seen as the key to understand causal
explanations. The relevance of context is thus taken into account through the whole research
cycle. Therefore, I employ the “explaining outcome PT” formula 7 to link the causes with their
different effects (varying levels of secessionism). This selection is also supported by the fact
that, while the other modalities of PT are guided by theory, the selected form is guided by the
nature of the particular case under study (Zamora Aviles 2018). Moreover, the research will
follow an iterative inductive-deductive cycle. It is iterative as it involves the systematic and
sequential tasks particular to qualitative data analysis, relying on the interplay between research
design, data collection, analysis and further data collection. Conversely, the inductive pattern
findings require deductive verification that again might require new inductive insights (Mills,
Durepos, and Wiebe 2010).
The PT analysis departs from a twofold study of both cases cross sectionally (Basque
vs. Catalan), and diachronically (considering the evolution over time in its historical
development). In order to do so, their trajectories will be divided into different phases so as to
focus on the mechanisms that explain the shifts from one phase to the next. Such PT process
flows from empirics to theory, starting by a careful description and analysis of existing
accounts and sequence(s), and empirical observation of possible fingerprints of a causal
process. In Jack A. Goldstone’s (1991) words:
To identify the process, one must perform the difficult cognitive feat of figuring out which
aspects of the initial conditions observed, in conjunction with which simple principles of the

7
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many that may be at work, would have combined to generate the observed sequence of events.
(59)

In a nutshell, my analysis, underpinned by my background and theoretical review, identified
seven conditions that help accounting for the differing outcomes. Essentially, these conditions
have led to different causal paths or processes (causal mechanisms). In turn, these have
contributed to the promotion or contention of secessionist assertiveness, thus leading to the
contesting or accommodating momentums of the analyzed sub-nationalist movements.

Disposition of the thesis
Most of this study is a review of historical, political science scholarly sources and local press
articles8 on the Catalan and Basque nationalist movements from their origins to their current
situation. Extensive theory research has also been necessary to give meaning to the overall
picture of each one of the compared cases and to link all the present elements into a causal
logic. The role played by political elites and parties, by civil population and organizations, and
by contextual factors are the main elements I compare between the two cases in order to account
for the contrasting performances of the two sub-nationalist movements.
Accordingly, this thesis is organized as follows. The introduction delineates the main
features of the research project and the object of study. The theory chapter, where I introduce
the theoretical foundations for the study on sub-nationalist movements and all the theories
employed in the research. Consecutively, a chapter on the research method is presented, where
I expose the application of PT and specific aspects of how I have pursued it and designed my
research. Next chapter provides context and an overview of the historic trajectories and
political milestones of Spain and the Catalan and Basque nationalist movements. Then, as the
core of this project, the fifth chapter is completely dedicated to the analysis. Lastly, I present
the findings and assess the results.

8
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Chapter 2:

Theoretical Framework

For the theoretical framework of my work, I take an eclectic stand that combines varied
theoretical approaches that I apply to the particularity of the two cases under scrutiny. The
combination of different theories and approaches allows for higher specificity and the
assessment of research concerns in creative ways (Katzenstein and Sil 2008).
It is not uncommon that countries see their sovereignty challenged by groups whose
distinctiveness is based on national origin, culture, language, religion or territory and whose
goals vary from influencing policy to demanding independence 9 (Okamoto 2013; Olzak and
Tsutsui 1998). As a matter of fact, researchers have found that identity-based conflict,
particularly ethnic movements, are the most common form of conflict since World War II (e.g.
Gurr 1993; Olzak and Tsutsui 1998). At a “world system level”, Olzak and Tsutsui (1998) point
at global integration to explain ethnic mobilization. According to their view, “global integration
creates a context for comparing distribution processes among groups within states”, regarding
resources and political rights (Olzak and Tsutsui 1998, 692). Such mobilization can take many
forms, but a core differentiation lies in its violent or nonviolent component, which in turn
results in two main formulas of mobilization: the use of violence or nonviolent protest
(Chenoweth and Stephan 2008, 2011; Olzak and Tsutsui 1998). To della Porta, a social
movement is a “network of individuals and organizations that have common identities and
conflictual aims that use unconventional means”, such as violence (2014, 14). Applying the
violence-nonviolence lens, ETA’s terrorism has captured –and still does– much of the attention
related to the Basque nationalist movement for the last six decades. In contrast, nationalist
mobilization has showed strong civil engagement through activism, protest and demonstrations
in Catalonia (Gray and Gillespie 2015, 102).
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a theoretical overview of central notions
related to nationalism, in particular sub-state nationalism and center-periphery relations. For
that, attention is directed at identity, which is in turn related to processes such as nation
building. In order to understand why people with a shared identity mobilize for secession, I
embrace rational choice theory. Thus, I see the social behaviors of nationalist movements –
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from the top to the bottom –, as a result of individual actors’ decisions. Consequently, within
the rational choice framework, I approach the top-down factors involved in sub-nationalist
movements: the political parties and elites. Behavioral theory of competitive political parties
helps assessing the strategic shifts of sub-nationalist parties between more contesting or
accommodating attitudes regarding secession from the “center”. To conclude, I review the
social movement approach and scholarly studies on how the difference between violent and
non-violent movements explain varying levels of popular involvement and support. Certainly,
resources seem a key element for sub-nationalist movements, appearing repeatedly in different
of the reviewed sources, and are therefore also explored in this chapter.

Approaching Nationalism
There are innumerable academic pieces on nationalism and yet, it is hard to find a simple
definition, as the concept involves different phenomena. Before 1950 the scholarly studies of
nationalism were scarce. Maurice Barres saw nationalism as a “blood and soil combination”, a
natural and lasting force byproduct of history, geography and biology. Wernwe Sulzbach, on
the other hand, understood nationalism as a myth and a byproduct of human irrationality and
government propaganda (Deutsch 1987, 653). In the second half of the 20th century, studies of
nationalism prospered with social scholars such as Ernest Gellner, for whom nationalism was
the force that engenders nations and not the other way around (Semb 2000c, 23). Nationalism
has also been associated with modernity and the consequent sense of disenchantment it
brought, due to the modern word’s standardization of national cultures (Breuilly 2011, 477).
Departing from the conception of a nation as an imagined community, nationalism can be
defined as “a belief system that aims to create or maintain a nation-state that contains a
homogeneous nation” and “a political principle that aims at unifying political and national
unities and which is comprised of bureaucratic and legal institutions, a shared language and the
loyalty of its citizens” (Hjerm and Schnabel 2010, 528). Understanding ideology as a set of
ideas, values and representations, nationalism is an ideological movement aimed at the
autonomy and unity of a population whose members identify as a nation (Béjar 2010, 420-22).
The spread of the idea that political boundaries should coincide with primordial
(national) identity is a historically recent and contingent phenomenon. The purpose of my
research calls for the differentiation between state and autonomist nationalism, as the two cases
we look at fall within the latter category. An approach to state-nationalism identifies it as the
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manifestation of identity with – and within– an old and well-established state, whereas
autonomist nationalism takes place within a larger state but claiming to belong to a separate
national identity and nationality (Orridge and Williams 1982). Further differentiation between
autonomist and separatist nationalism is also relevant, as Catalan and Basque nationalist
movements have historically, and recently, fluctuated between these two types. In essence,
autonomist nationalism is the more moderate form of sub-state nationalism that aims to obtain
some institutional recognition within the larger state. In turn, considered as radical sub-state
nationalism are separatist movements that demand complete independence (Massetti and
Schakel 2015, 869; Orridge and Williams 1982).
It is common to take into consideration the core of the nationalist uniqueness, further
distinguishing between ethnic and civic nationalism. In its ethnic form it identifies cultural
nations with jointly experienced cultural heritage, emphasizing distinctive linguistic, racial
and/or cultural factors; whereas its civic counterpart relates to political nations based on a
common political history and constitution (Guibernau 2000, 55–57; Muro and Quiroga 2005,
22). Nevertheless, these categories constitute ideal types that are normally not found in
isolation but coexisting with each other, even fluctuating from one version to another adapting
to the circumstances. Moreover, for Gellner, nationalism is in any case the force that
“transforms ethnic groups into nations through mobilization of claims to independent
Statehood” (Semb 2000c, 23).
The following subsections are dedicated to providing with a theoretical frame for
national tensions and dynamics involving different nations within the same state.

2.1.1 The Center-periphery Paradigm
Typically, the tendency towards the regionalization of European and North-American states is
studied through the center-periphery paradigm (Balme 2001). This territorial approach is
considered to be Stein Rokkan’s central contribution to political science studies of nation- and
state-building and nationalisms within modern states (Deutsch 1987; Gillespie 2015, 3). In his
study of the emergence of the European nation-states, Rokkan adopted a multi-faceted analysis
of military and administrative, political, economic and cultural variables (Muro and Quiroga
2004, 19). His approach recognized that the territory structured around centers and peripheries
at two levels: within the state and at the international level, based on economy, territory and
culture (Deutsch 1987, 657-58). In this definition, the center is depicted as a “privileged place
controlling the flow of services, transactions and information within a given territory” and “the
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location of central institutions” (Muro and Quiroga 2004, 19). On the other side, the periphery
is understood as an economic, political or cultural entity characterized by “distance, difference
and dependence” to the center. Therefore, peripheries define themselves and act in relation and
in opposition to the center. Hence, the dialectic between centers and peripheries is subject to
constant changes (Muro and Quiroga 2004, 19). This lens is especially archetypical in the study
of Spanish tensions with Catalan and Basque nationalisms (e.g. Balfour and Quiroga 2007b;
Gillespie 2015; Muro 2015; Muro and Quiroga 2004).
In his work, Rokkan (1983) distinguished two waves of peripheral political movements.
As the first happened between the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the attention is directed to
the second wave, from 1945 an onwards. This wave comprises the “seaward-external
peripheries” and as such, the peripheral nationalist movements within Spain (Agnew 1985,
295–96; Rokkan 1983). Ultimately, these peripheral political movements have redirected the
political discourse within their states towards territorial distribution of resources and
opportunities (Agnew 1985, 296).
This spatially oriented metaphor links the two differentiated political notions of center
and periphery through the fundamental concept of geopolitics: power. The relationship
between center and periphery leaves the periphery in need of the center, yet in terms of selfdefinition there is room to define themselves within or in opposition to the center (Muro and
Quiroga 2004, 20). In this sense, spatial consciousness, historical awareness, the concept of
power10 and theory of social change are the four central –and usually interconnected – factors
identified by McKenzie (1977, 55) concerning center-periphery relations. Interestingly, among
the periphery’s characteristics is the distinctiveness and unification of territorial language,
whereas the center stands out for its degree of independence (Rokkan 1971, 23). As centerperiphery relations affect geographic and socioeconomic space, these are useful concepts to the
analysis of political movements in capitalist societies (McKenzie 1977, 72).
In “Center-periphery bargaining in the Age of Democracy”, Siroky et al. (2016, 449450) state that peripheries can obtain political concessions from the center only when they have
a credible exit option and the center is somehow dependent on them. An example where a
periphery’s exit option becomes more credible can be found in the UK-Scotland’s relations
around the referendum on the secession of Scotland which was held in September 2014. This
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event made Scotland’s exit seem more plausible than it had been until that point, as the polls
were very even between “yes” and “no”.11 Thus, the center (UK) represented by the main
British political parties promised greater powers and autonomy to its periphery (Scotland) if it
remained within the Union (Siroky, Mueller, and Hechter 2016, 449). The self-rule bargaining
between periphery and center can be subsumed in terms of recognition, autonomy and
resources and/or even concerning higher decision-making rights. It is important to note that the
granting of concessions to the periphery’s demands can contribute to the center’s legitimacy.
By the same token, withdrawing or rejecting such concessions will most likely exacerbate the
secessionist demands of peripheral separatism (Siroky, Mueller, and Hechter 2016, 450).
Relating to this, Rokkan gives decisive importance to goal-oriented actions by social
movements. However, some criticize Rokkan for not giving the analysis of specific ideologies,
resources and strategic choices the deserved attention (Berntzen and Selle 1990). I attempt to
fulfill these requirements in my use of the center-periphery rationale.

2.1.2 Nation-Building and Identity
The connection between nationalism and identity happens through the feeling of national
belonging (Béjar 2010, 419–21). These act as a cognitive framework that divide different
national and subnational identities based on discourse of “us” (insiders of the nation) versus
“them” (outsiders) (Béjar 2010, 423). Consequently, peripheral sub-state nationalism
challenges the feeling of belonging to the state. Moreover, the center-periphery dimension is
embedded in political contestation by regionalist parties (Massetti and Schakel 2015, 866).
Similarly, a region’s relative economic position is also identified as an explaining variable to
explain sub-state nationalist strategies fluctuating between moderate to radical positions
(Massetti and Schakel 2015, 869).
Closely intertwined to center-periphery dynamics are the processes of state and nation
building. Previous studies (Wimmer 2018) point at three mechanisms (organizational,
economic and communicative) to explain the varying degrees of success of nation-building, or
“why some countries come together while others fall apart”. Wimmer (2018, 151-52) explains
the absence of long-standing secessionist movements in some countries 12 due to political
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processes that promote cross-territory political alliances and political identification with the
state (institutions). Noticeably, this connection of citizens with the state is encouraged by
participation in political organizations 13 and a shared medium of communication. Essentially,
it is state capacity and linguistic homogeneity that counts, as political networks beyond ethnic
divides are facilitated by shared language. On the contrary, –as is the case of Spain– linguistic
differences within a territory often hinder such networking ties (Wimmer 2018, 152–59).
Mass acceptance or rejection of a central political system is conditioned by peripheral
pressures. These can come in the form of secessionist movements are the result of politization
and mobilization of the ethnic and linguistic differences across territories (Deutsch 1987, 658–
62). Nevertheless, from West European nation and state building experiences, the integration
of diverse economic and cultural territories into a state produces peripheral tensions. These
often bring political ideologies and movements that threaten to undermine the status quo
(Agnew 1985, 295). To explain each country’s own political patterns, Rokkan points at social
mobilization around center-periphery tensions on geographic, economic and cultural motives
(Deutsch 1987, 658). But what shapes the political system, its internal structure and external
territorial boundaries? According to Rokkan, economic and cultural resources play an
important role. On the economic strand, there are the degree of dependence/independence of
the city networks and the concentration of the rural economy. On the cultural side, Rokkan
identified the degree of dependence/independence from the Church and the specificity and
preservation of particular languages. In brief, the interplay of economic and rural resources
shapes the state-building, whereas religious and linguistic resources shape nation-building
(Flora 2017).
In essence, Rokkan’s legacy for the study of territorial identity serves to unfold the
complex center-periphery dynamics on three areas: ethnicity, economy and politics. Of special
relevance is the endurance and politization of “peripheral distinctiveness”. For that matter, the
presence of a distinctive peripheral language is closely linked to the sustenance of peripheral
identity (Agnew 1985, 295). In the same vein, the survival of representative territorial
institutions, for instance against absolutism, is also a variable that stands out in Rokkan’s study
of peripheral movements in more recent times (Deutsch 1987, 658).
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Sub-nationalism or Sub-state Nationalism
This section is intended to uncover what brings nationalism and its related social mobilization
together. Namely, the mobilization of subnational peripheral identities.
States are not socially homogeneous territories of social organization, they are
composed by subnational units –local communities or governments– and as the global trend is
decentralization, citizens lean towards those subunits (Sybblis and Centeno 2017, 799). In other
words, the contemporary international system is more conductive to sub-nationalism(s) (Singh,
2015, 507–8). Thereof, the first decade of the 21 st century saw the increase of academic pieces
on sub-nationalism or sub-state nationalism, especially in the field of comparative politics
(Singh 2015, 508; Snyder 2001, 93). Sub-nationalism pivots around a historical and territorially
concentrated society with distinctive sociolinguistic traits, that might even have their own substate (regional) government within a larger state, explaining why they are often referred to as
“stateless nations” (Lluch 2010, 356).
National movements are organized sub-state national societies (composed by political
parties, civil organizations and associations, individual nationalists etc.) aiming at developing
a national culture and language and achieving political autonomy or independence (Lluch 2010,
337). Sub-nationalist political parties can be divided into three categories according to their
main political orientation –which may vary over time– namely: independence, autonomy or
federalism (Lluch 2010, 337). As already mentioned, there are two contraposed orientations as
for the core of a nationalist discourse, one pivots around the ethnic and the other around the
national community. The first one sustains that territorial boundaries of a sovereign state should
involve only one ethnic group (ethnic nationalism), whereas the latter argument centers the
territorial boundaries around a nation or national community (civic nationalism) (Semb 2000a,
11). Sub-nationalist movements also have to be further distinguished into two categories. On
the one hand, institutionalized nationalism is seen as formally established, and takes the form
of [nationalist] political parties. On the other hand, sociological nationalism designates all
forms of civil organization and/or associations of nationalists (Lluch 2010, 341).
Ultimately, sub-nationalism can be defined as “the ideology and movement of a
territorially rooted identification” with a cultural and political element, which can hold the
desire of creating or controlling a “political administrative unit that corresponds to a historic
homeland” (Singh 2015, 507).
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2.2.1 Sovereignty and Secession
According to Eric Hobsbawm, a global trend of separatism started in 1988, experienced as the
potential secession from a larger state. Defined as “a political movement that favors the
autonomy and sovereignty of a nation that is presently a part of a larger sovereign state. […]
Separatist movements are often based on ethnic, cultural, religious, or economic lines”
(Sullivan 2009).
Among the nation states affected by this trend are Spain, the United Kingdom, France
and Canada (Hobsbawm 1990, 169). My special interest in Spain results from the fact that it
houses not one main nationalist movement with distinctive national identity and secessionist
claims, but two. The entry into the twenty-first century brought a renewed interest in
“nationalist movements that seek to enhance or go beyond autonomy to create new states”
(Gillespie 2015, 1). Certainly, sovereignty has become a central concept to justify the modern
states’ exercise of political power (Alcalde and Aguiar 2017, 10). Furthermore, it has also
become conventional [modern] customs to consider that “territorial boundaries between
sovereign states ought to encompass one and only one nation” (Semb 2000, 6) and that “there
should be congruence between national and territorial boundaries”(Semb 2000c, 15). Provided
that sovereignty over a territory and population is regarded as “supremacy over all other
authorities” (Bull 1971, 8). While such territorial boundaries are the basic pillar for a state
sovereignty, these also delimit which state has legitimate authority over a territory and the
people within it (Alcalde and Aguiar 2017, 10; Semb 2000b, 3). In the Catalan case, the
secessionist discourse was built around sovereignty claims based on an allegedly legitimate the
“right to decide” over the intended secession from Spain 14 (Alcalde and Aguiar 2017, 10).
Among the arguments for national and political boundaries to coincide is that common national
identity is preferred by the citizens of a state, thus proving instrumental for such state and for
democracy to be viable (Mill 1988; Semb 2000c, 15).
“Secession” and “independence” are terms that are often referred to when stateless
nations make sovereignty claims or intensify their demands. Secession can be defined as the
permanent loss of territory and constitute a main challenge to a state’s sovereignty on behalf
of a nationality (Semb 2000, 5–6). Furthermore, independence refers to the achievement of
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“full political sovereignty for a nation”, that in the case of stateless nations, aims at separate
statehood from their containing state (Lluch 2010, 356). According to Smith (1987, 129), the
increase of secessionist movements early in the twenty-first century reflects an important
feature of modern politics: that nationalism is the main driver of state-making. Moreover, while
autonomy proposals are often put forward by sub-nationalist parties, this has to be seen as a
medium or short term sacrifice of independence goals if self-administration seems more
feasible (Lluch 2010, 356).

2.2.2 The Accommodation and Contestation Rationale
As regional nationalist parties within European states are prone to “major shifts from
accommodation to sovereignty-based assertiveness in their positioning vis-à-vis central
government” (Gillespie 2017b, 406), the notions of accommodation and contestation are well
suited for the study of the trajectory and political momentum of the Catalan and Basque subnationalist movements.
Accommodation is the term used to refer to the dynamics of adaptation to an existing
state and within the margins of the existing institutional order. Put simply, the subnationalaccommodationist stance towards Spain include autonomy demands that do not question nor
challenge the Spanish state’s sovereignty and constitutional order. On the other hand,
contestation entails political assertiveness and competition with the central state (Spain) to
achieve (full or some degree of) sovereignty and statehood. The term “soberanista”, translated
into English as “sovereigntist”, is also used to refer to the political attitudes that aim “beyond
the autonomy framework of the Spanish state” (Gillespie 2017b, 411).
Originally, Gillespie framed these shifts between accommodation and contestation from
a top-down approach, seeing it as strategic moves made by the regional political elites. From
this perspective, the shift from moderate attitudes to a radicalized pro-sovereignty discourse at
the party-level is determined by the party cultures comprising the degree of political power by
the (sub-nationalist) party; political competition between parties and; within party competition
for leadership succession and between factions (factionalism) (Gillespie 2017b, 406).

2.2.3 Resources
All in all, Rokkan’s 1960s center-periphery scope gives such an important role to resources
that even though he considers votes as central to decide who governs, it is the resources that
determine which policies will be pursued (Rommetvedt 2005, 740). More recent studies of
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regional or sub-state nationalism such as Massetti and Schakel (2015, 859) also emphasize the
role of resources; mainly focusing on regional economic resources to explain peripheral
political strategies towards the center. For instance, Rommetvedt’s case analysis (2005)
accounting for the changes towards increasing pluralization and dispersion of power in
Norway, provides valuable insights to contemporary democratic political system dynamics.
Ultimately, given the changes in how the political systems work since the 1960s when Rokkan
formulated the center-periphery paradigm, Rommetvedt reflects that the way to influence
policies is not only resource-dependent but, even more importantly, vote-dependent
(Rommetvedt 2005, 760).
Be that as it may, votes or resources more important than the other, the reviewed
scholarly studies in the field reveal that both are main ingredients to any center and periphery
or state and sub-state analysis. Consequently, further consideration needs to be given to rational
choice theory as well as behavioral theories of competitive political parties. That will serve to
establish a connection between resources, the strategies by the sub-nationalist movements and
Rokkan’s paradigm. Hence, accounting for both sub-nationalist social and political actions and
shifts. The following pages are devoted to that purpose.

Rational Choice
For several decades, rational choice theory has been central to social sciences. It has fueled the
construction of a transdisciplinary paradigm that connects human behavior to rational thinking
and decision-making, according to one’s specific goals and preferences (Chaserant et al. 2016,
102). One such example is Downs’ (1957) work and contributions to rational choice theory.
His analysis of voters’ behavior is based on a rational-utilitarian calculus where he underscores
the elemental relationship between democratic governments and their citizenry.
Fundamentally, the author outlines how governments will act depending on two factors: their
expectation of voters’ vote, and; the strategies of its opposition. Likewise, regarding the
elections each citizen assesses the benefits that each of the government options, will provide
him with (Downs 1957, 138). Finally, Downs is also known for his models of political parties
according to their rationally chosen behaviors (Strom 1990, 565).
Rational choice models of social behavior assume that individuals act rationally as they
“know their own interests and seek to maximize them” (della Porta and Keating 2008, 354).
Furthermore, the analysis of rational actors has advanced two relevant and interconnected
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perspectives that can be used together. On one side, pointing at the complexity of social
structures and their influence on the individuals’ actions/decisions. On the other, pointing out
how an actor’s position within such structure, as it will condition its rational analysis on –
forgive the repetition– what is rational (Chaserant et al. 2016, 104). Additionally, to reinforce
its suitability to a complex and changing contexts, rational choice theory has developed novel
insights such as the altruistic behavior or the incorporation of other actors’ actions into an
actors’ rational equation (della Porta and Keating 2008, 354).
In connection with the above, collective action theory also enlightens political science
with studies of collective action problems, as these condition the independent choices made by
individuals in interdependent situations (Ostrom 1998, 1-3). Likewise, collective action is
composed by participants’ self-interested choice of contributing or not to a joint “beneficial”
cause. In this regard, variables such as trust, reputation and conditional commitments play a
central role (Ostrom 1998, 6-7).

Top-Down and Bottom-Up theoretical divide
There are two main schools of thought that differ in what they identify as the key element
behind a policy decision. From a top-down perspective, the essential feature lies in the
institutional or governmental forces, in this case the sub-nationalist political elites (mainly PNV
and CiU). The main criticism to the top-down approach from the bottom-up advocates is that
they focus too much on the decision-makers, assuming that these are the key actors of the whole
process, neglecting the other actors involved in the process. Consequently, bottom-uppers give
main importance to the identification of the broader network of actors involved in and
influencing the decision process: moving from the bottom (street level bureaucrats) up to the
top (policy makers) (Sabatier 1986).
The classic top-down and bottom-up divide in political science is key to this study of
the nationalist movements in Catalonia and the Basque Country. The changes in their
relationship with the central government and in the intensity of their demands imply strategic
shifts by the nationalist movements at the institutionalized level (Gillespie 2015, 4-9).
Moreover, despite the possible relevance exerted by sociological nationalism over
institutionalized nationalism, when the Basque Country and Catalonia have experienced shifts
towards more demanding pro-sovereignty politics these have been carried out by the PNV and
CiU (Gillespie 2015, 10). It might also be argued that they could be influenced by a higher or
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lower proactivity of the political leader(s) according to their ideological inclinations (e.g.
Ibarretxe – PNV; Artur Mas, Puigdemont – CiU: both clearly proactive to enhance higher
degrees of autonomy). According to Lluch (2010):
Only formally constituted political parties are able to channel the collective national
consciousness cultivated by the constituent elements of sociological nationalism into a clearly
formulated political program, which, in turn, sets the political agenda, and determines which
varieties of nationalism are available for consumption by nationalists. (341)

Essentially, the scholar divide focuses on either grassroots or political leadership, and how
these bring institutional change, the former even though it lacks formal power or authority
(from Kezar 2012). But in both cases, the “institutionalization process is particularly important
because cleavages tend to develop autonomy with respect to economic, cultural, and political
factors” (Waldahl and Aardal 2004, 251). Furthermore, Gray and Gillespie (2015) stress the
danger of oversimplification in conceptualizing the relationship between the pro-independence
political and civil leadership(s) as these not only co-construct themselves but, in the case of
Catalan cultural elites within the civil independentism, have mainly led and directed such civil
organizations. Thus, wrongly referred to as “the bottom”. The problematic of the bottomup/top-down analytic distinction when studying the recent shift in emphasis towards demands
for independence stems from the key role played by not only political elites, but also cultural
and media elites, as they all have been essential “shaping Catalanism’s major currents of
thought and activity” (Crameri 2015, 103).
Studies of popular mobilization in transition processes (Oxhorn 1994) find that mass
mobilizations15 are a basic pillar for boosting political changeover and enhance its prospects in
democratic contexts. In such settings, popular organizations can represent a strong sense of
collective identity and become a center of political action. Social movements linked to a
national identity typically operate multi-level, from arranging social and political activities for
the community as a first step, to coordinating such at a regional and/or national level (Oxhorn
1994, 62). As for the transition from above or the political sphere is what establishes the
electoral game: the available options for the voters. Furthermore, the political parties also
become the ones ensuring that a transition takes place or not. If national protests and
demonstrations succeed in demonstrating societal discontent, the political parties in the game
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will adapt their strategy responding to these (either backing or condemning them). Therefore,
I expand the terms to apply not only to the sub-nationalist strategies by political elites but also
to mobilization and active engagement in nationalistic campaigning by civil society or “the
bottom”. Though, when political violence comes in the picture, it normally indicates a weak
relationship between political party-civil society or the lack of political consensus – the
factionalism within the Basque nationalist politics seems to be a clear example of this (Gillespie
2017b, 406; Oxhorn 1994, 55–57).

2.4.1 Behavioral Theory of Competitive Political Parties
Rational choice theories have become a central reference in the study of political party
behavior, especially since Down in 1957 presented his three models of political parties based
on their behavior (Strom 1990, 565). The three models from Down’s original formulation are:
the vote-seeking party; the office-seeking party and; the policy-seeking party.
In its vote-seeking facet, a political party seeks to maximize the electoral support to
control the government. Instead, the office-seeking party pursues control over political office,
whereas a policy-seeking party seeks to maximize its effect on public policy, although the latter
is assumed to prior pursue office instrumentally as a precondition for policy influence (Strom
1990, 567).
Notwithstanding, Down’s model has been criticized for seeing the objectives that mark
the limits between the three models as separate goals, while pure vote/office/policy seekers are
unlikely to exist. Another strong criticism is directed to the assumption of party behavior(s) to
be static and unconstrained. The third big critique is that these models completely ignore the
effects of the institutional context (Strom 1990, 569). Taking these critiques into account,
Strom (1990) adapted Down’s original formula into a dynamic model of party competition
which depends on the specific institutional conditions that constrain the political party and
leader’s freedom of action. Strom’s adapted model sees party behavior in a three-dimensional
space where political parties engage in three types of behavior in pursuit of votes, office, and/or
policy. Moreover, there is an instrumentality component of obtaining votes to win elections, as
a prerequisite to hold office and/or attain policy development. Also, as parties undergo cycles
of electoral competition – legislative bargaining – government, dynamism is the key to unveil
party behavior (Strom 1990, 565-570).
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In this connection, a party’s decision shifts as changing from accommodation to
contestation or the other way around, are determined by leadership competition and
factionalism within the party as well as by party competition – with competing parties
(Gillespie 2017b, 406).

2.4.2 Political elites and leadership
As Strom sees it, it is worth focusing on party leaders as rational actors that are constrained by
their own party’s imperatives and the institutional environment in which they operate (Strom
1990, 575). To succeed, political parties have to count with organizational capabilities such as
knowing the preferences of the electorate, effectively mobilizing supporters through political
participation (voters and activists16) and implementing policy. Thus, political leaders are
constrained by the institutional framework and they have to take into account contextual factors
to secure the success of their political party, the result are different party behaviors. (Strom
1990, 578). With regard to all these considerations, the political institutions in which political
parties operate are what Schlesinger calls “the structure of political opportunities” (Strom 1990,
580).
In essence, electoral competition leads to the conversion of votes into parliamentary
seats or legislative weights. Legislative representation converts hence into bargaining power
and, lastly, within governmental institutions the votes are transformed into office and policy
benefits by elected office (Strom 1990, 582–86).
From a constructivist point of view, sub-nationalism is created by the political elites
according to their instrumental calculations in their competition for (political) power (Singh
2015, 508). According to Singh, it then transfers to the “broader population” through
sociopolitical channels as civil organizations and political institutions, but the ideal case is
when it happens through both (Singh 2015, 508).
New democracies are said to provide with an appropriate setting for elites to flourish
(Chhibber and Torcal 1997). Inasmuch as such contexts present a weak associational life,
which provides a “greater possibility for structuring the relationship between social divisions
and party electoral support through the policies they adopt, thereby constituting the first step
16
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toward creating an enduring cleavage” (Chhibber and Torcal 1997, 51). In such scenarios,
political –national and regional– elites find themselves in a position where they, through policy,
can opt for mitigating social divisions or politicize them (García Albacete 2010). Political
parties –both state and non-statewide– potentially influence citizens’ individual preferences
about the model of the state and potentiate interregional disagreements. The mere
decentralization of a country creates a space for regional autonomy to be exploited by partisan
political purposes (Mota and Torcal 2014b).
Willner and Willner’s (1965, 77) view that a charismatic leader “breaks precedents and
creates new ones and so is revolutionary”. According to this view, charismatic leaders’ actions
and the context in which these happen, are placed in the category of “trying to resolve human
dilemmas” and are recounted in myth while expressing fundamental values of a culture. To
arrive to such point, it needs a context of disturbance and distress that allows the charismatic
leader to flourish and communicate a sense of mission, for instance, through rhetoric –speeches
(Willner and Willner 1965). Thus, charismatic leadership is more likely to emerge in times of
psychological, physical, economic, ethical, religious, or political distress (Gerth and Mills as
in Willner 1965, 77). To conclude, the role of space in the analysis of charisma also calls for
attention, as not only does it legitimize a regime by looking back to their charismatic origins,
but also serve to depict futuristic places to persuade citizens they will provide a brighter future
(Terlouw 2010, 335).

2.4.3 Factionalism
Departing from an understanding of factionalism as “intra-party groups that act collectively in
order to achieve common goals” within such party (Verge and Gomez as in Gillespie 2017b,
409). Internal factionalism plays a determinant role in the pro-sovereignty discourses, pushing
for more moderate or more radical political stances. Factionalism, even in its mild forms tends
to smooth the contesting attitudes as internal divergences over the territorial objectives leads
parties to try to keep strategic options open17 (Gillespie 2017b, 406). On balance, factional
politics influence prospects of decisive strategic shifts. This is because the more decentralized
political arrangements, the more difficult it is to radicalize a party’s discourse – and nationalist
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aspirations. On the other hand, higher centralization facilitates transformation and can facilitate
a sway towards clearer pro-independence discourse (Gillespie 2017b, 406).

2.4.4 Social Movements
As already noted, identity and nationalism are closely intertwined. Since identities mobilize
people and foster social movements, the same applies to collective action (Elcheroth and
Reicher 2017). Be reminded that a social movement is composed by individuals that share a
common identity18. It takes the form of an informal network of interaction that share beliefs
and mobilize around a contentious matter through different forms of protest (della Porta 2011,
2). What is more, identities not only mobilize groups, but are crafted and utilized (Elcheroth
and Reicher 2017 91-95). Such rationale is therefore a core element accounting for bottom-up
and top-down nationalist performances.
Thus, distinctive peripheral identities can be switched on to political protest given a
right context – typically when economic and/or cultural prospects are challenged (Agnew 1985,
295). For political protests I follow della Porta (2011, 2), who defines them as nonconventional
forms of action, especially growing since the 1990s, addressed to public opinion over elected
representatives by the disruption of daily routine. The process of participation in social
movements though, rests on the construction and development of a collective identity where
the members feel part of the groups’ “we” against “them”. In short, collective action relies in
a virtuous circle of constructing a groups’ identity and reinforcing it through participation (della
Porta 2011, 5). The resources available for collective action are worth looking at.
Modernization has meant an increase in resource capacities, particularly through the expansion
of means of mass communication and economic progress (della Porta 2011, 4–5). These aspects
facilitate access and diffusion of education, which in consequence, increase individual
propensity to associate and provide with valuable resources for collective action (della Porta
2011, 5).
Lastly, it is important to recall the concept of political opportunities as a state’s
institutional “strength” or “weakness” condition the strategies pursued and the effects on the
system obtained by a social movement (della Porta 2011, 6). Because of that, protests are
potential critical junctures that can produce a momentous effect of “crack” in the established
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order (della Porta 2018, 5). Here again, a virtuous circle emerges, as the reproduction of
protests encourages more protests strengthening the collective identity and networks while
bringing uncertainty, leading the established system to feel vulnerable (della Porta 2018, 13).
In essence, identities are unavoidably actively mobilized and contested (Elcheroth and
Reicher 2017, 95). Consequently, it is necessary to take the potential of change that can be
derived from collective performance seriously, which is possible thanks to a crafted shared
identity (top-down) and how the mobilization of identities in terms of collective action,
especially through protest (bottom-up) produce and reproduce social power (della Porta 2011,
2018; Elcheroth and Reicher 2017).

2.4.5 Violent versus Non-Violent social movements
As already mentioned, one distinguishing feature of in nationalist mobilization is the use of
violent or nonviolent strategies, its two major exponents being terrorism and civil protests,
respectively.
The work of Chenoweth and Stephan (2008 and 2011) remains central in this field.
Departing from a “bottom-up” approach, the authors focus on the relevance of the civil society
component. Through a combination of statistical and case studies, their findings show that nonviolent political campaigns are more successful than their armed counterparts. They explain
the finding mainly by the fact that nonviolent campaigns are more likely to achieve legitimacy
among both domestic and external audiences, and 70% likelier to receive diplomatic support
than violent campaigns (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011). Such legitimacy in turn leads to a
participation advantage over the violent tactics as it mobilizes local supporters more effectively
into mass participation. Mass participation and involvement is an essential source of power as
it not only gives credibility to the cause and its defenders, but also provides its leaders with
more strategic choices. Moreover, if we depart from the understanding of power as dependent
on the consent of the civilian population (at least in democratic contexts), the key for nonviolent
campaigns to succeed relies in its achievement of massive support. According to their findings
(Chenoweth and Stephan 2011), nonviolent campaigns are more than twice as effective. 19 This
success relying among other factors on: quantity (mass participation), quality of the
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participation (ideally the highest diversity of the participants is preferable as it will be more
adaptative providing wider strategic and tactical choices, which leads to the next); tactical
diversity and innovation; backfiring (provides the states where such campaigns are taking place
with an easier justification for violent crackdowns when they are in themselves violent
campaigns) and role of the media.
Moreover, whether the contender –whom the violent or nonviolent campaign is directed
at– is democratic or not, the nonviolent campaigning is always more likely to succeed.
Additionally, another factor worth highlighting is that “overreliance on a single personality for
leadership in a movement is likely to constrain the campaign” (Chenoweth and Stephan 2011).
After having reviewed the main theoretical grounds for this research, I introduce my
research method and the logic behind the structure and purpose of the following chapters.
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Chapter 3:

Research Method

This chapter aims to disclose the conscious reasoning behind the decisions made in each step
of the research.
The first stage involved the formulation of a research question and deciding whether I
aimed at hypothesis development or hypothesis testing. Given the complexity of the subject
and the early stage of my research, I found it more adequate to engage in hypotheses
development to unearth which processes had led to the outcomes. Basically, engaging in a
discovery journey. Once completed such hypothesis development, it may then provide with a
research opportunity for hypothesis testing. As a matter of fact, due to their discovering
potential, case studies are argued to be stronger in hypothesis building than in hypothesis
testing (della Porta and Keating 2008, 354). The next step involved the elaboration of a research
plan and setting out the stage for the information and data collection. Lastly and probably most
importantly, was the selection of the research method.
I employed a qualitative research methodology to examine which mechanisms led to
accommodating and contesting attitudes of secession in the Basque Country and Catalonia. The
main method used for the contextualized comparison of the two movements was PT analysis,
which I coupled with substantial secondary source research. Moreover, in my aim to unfold
what made each movement go in opposite directions, I engaged in the project of generating
new explanatory propositions. Such theory development derived from contrasting the manifold
features of the cases, many of which were discovered through the course of my analysis
(Campbell, 1975; Ragin, 1987 and Mahoney 2007a, 125).

Dimensions to the analysis
Dimensions to the analysis include the center-periphery paradigm, the application of the
accommodation and contestation rationale and rational choice theory. From a top-down
perspective it covers behavioral theory of competitive political parties and the analysis of
within-party political elites and factionalism. For the bottom-up scope, it delves into social
movements and violence.
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As a comparative case study, instead of focusing on a single unit my focus is directed
to the comparison of two cases. Historical outcomes are often the result of complex and
combinatorial explanations, usually “the intersection of a set of conditions in time and space”
that produces qualitative change(s) (Ragin 1989, 13-25). Therefore, I assess that no condition
or mechanism alone explain the levels of nationalist contestation or accommodation in
Catalonia or the Basque Country. I also account that causal complexity and combinatorial
explanations of intersecting conditions are decisive to produce change over time, to explicitly
explain the different outcomes of sub-nationalism (Mahoney 2007, 126; Ragin 1989, 25). In
order to achieve all that and uncover how these may lead to varying contestation and
accommodation, I systematically investigate the mechanisms to unveil their interaction and
interdependency (George and Bennett 2005, 207).
Let us recall that the research question aims at explaining why the two classic subnationalist movements within the Spanish borders have evolved so differently regarding their
demands for independence in the last rough ten years. As presented in Chapter 1, Catalonia and
the Basque Country provide the researcher with two independent cases that share a common
ground that make them comparable. Yet, the intensity of the sub-nationalist movements and
aspirations varies not only in contrast to the other but also over time. I have therefore regarded
these differing attitudes (contesting/accommodating) as outcomes of driving factors that are
not constant nor common to both cases (to explain the differences between the two, and of each
one through time). Accordingly, despite being two regions within a same state and political
system that share the peripheral status within Spain, each case provides with distinct regional
dynamics. Hence, I found that conducting process tracing for each case, and then compare the
results, was the preferable approach to detect the upbringing conditions to – either – contesting
or accommodating sub-nationalist outcomes.
I chose to refer to the sub-nationalist movements in an all-encompassing sense in my
research question to not restrict the analysis. This way, I allow my analysis to look into topdown factors such as the role of political elites and leadership, factionalism and behavioral
theory of competitive political parties with especial attention to the main sub-nationalist parties
in each region, CiU in Catalonia and PNV in the Basque Country. Moreover, it also allows to
account for bottom-up configurations such as the nature of the involved social movements,
associational structures and collective action. Hence, it is worth looking at the evolution and
changes in popular support within nationalist Basque/Catalan audiences. Perhaps less obvious
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but not less important, are the context-related conditions that affect both politic and civil
assertiveness, such as the presence of related nationalist violence and political/socioeconomic
conditions. Accordingly, the analysis departed from unpacking the causal processes in-between
cause(s) and outcome(s), in a holistic fashion that traces each constituent part empirically
(Beach 2017, 5). Essentially, this open approach allows to look at different dimensions of a
whole, which fits the view of mechanisms as systems. Such view sees the complex
interrelationship between individual parts, that “often only manifest themselves fully together
with the effects of other parts” (Beach 2016b, 17). For that purpose, the particularity of the
specific cases is captured using in-depth studies and thorough description to ensure that the
analysis does not leave out important information (Beach 2016b, 15; Collier 2011, 823).
Careful and detailed description derived from (comparative) case study method contributes to
realism and temporal progression while adjusting to the way people think about events as
stories (Kaarbo and Beasley 1999, 385).

3.1.1 Glossary
This subsection is dedicated to give a short and synthesized definition of key concepts for my
research method.

Process tracing (PT)
Process tracing is the distinct case study methodology that traces causal mechanisms linking
causes with their effects, or as more concretely in PT analysis, outcomes (Beach 2016a, 1).

Causation
Causation refers to the notion that sociopolitical phenomena can be explained by prior causes.
In this case, the causation-connection is established by process tracing, which considers
combinations of causes and does not regard variables in isolation (della Porta and Keating
2008, 348).

Conditions and outcomes
I have repeatedly referred to “conditions” and “outcomes” in previous pages, but my analysis
is mainly directed at specific subtype of conditions, namely, causal mechanisms. I depart from
Falleti and Lynch’s (2009) understanding of causal mechanisms as portable concepts to explain
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outcomes by linking them to a set of causes (conditions) within their particular setting. Thus,
my analysis places great importance in each context.
The study of conditions is central for causal analysis, where these will be associated as
necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the studied outcomes. This type of analysis allows
for accurate specification of the causes (della Porta and Keating 2008, 349).

Blackbox
A blackbox appears when the causal analysis does not explain a part of the process under
analysis. This is often the result of ignoring the underlying theoretical processes (Beach 2016a,
2). Essentially, blackboxing is what happens when there is a gap in the explanatory connection
between factors or variables that “seem to cause another” (della Porta and Keating 2008, 348).

Process-tracing mechanisms
I have followed Derek Beach’s guidelines for tracing causal mechanisms using in-depth case
studies and developing a causal linkage logic (Beach 2016b, 2017). Accordingly, I started using
detailed within-case empirical analysis, then I moved on to theorize about causal mechanisms
linking causes to outcomes and analyzed the(ir) observable manifestations, all of this
complemented by comparative methods. Not only have I prioritized the clear theorizing of
mechanisms but also the evaluation of observable empirics in a transparent and meticulous
fashion (Beach 2017, 22). In practice, to use mechanistic evidence I have tracked empirical
fingerprints.
Each part of a mechanism is constituted by entities or factors, which in turn are actors,
organizations or, and even, structures that are involved in activities. Basically, these activities
are the change-makers that transfer “the causality” throughout the mechanisms leaving
empirical fingerprints along the process (Beach 2017, 5). Following Beach (2017) I have
carried out the PT analysis by identifying the entities first, defined them as nouns, and moved
next to identifying the activities which I have described as verbs.
Moreover, the analytical attention has been directed to the causal processes connecting
causes and outcomes avoiding logical holes by taking into consideration productive continuity
or the systematic dissection of the activities of each part of a mechanism that logically link it
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to the next (Beach 2016b, 23). In practice, dividing the nationalist trajectories into different
phases before disclosing the shifts from one phase to the next has contributed the principle of
productive continuity by explicitly assessing the flow of the causal arrows. For that reason,
before arriving at the overall causal claim of a relationship, mechanisms are disaggregated into
parts of the causal process, leading to mini-counterfactuals. The logic behind counterfactuals
is that “if a particular cause had not occurred, the outcome would not have occurred” either
(Beach 2016b, 17). Essentially, these contrapose a real-world case to a hypothetical situation
in which all other things are equal other than the part of the mechanism that is being assessed.

3.2.1 Selection of mechanisms
In its simplest definition, mechanisms are seen as a series of interconnected events (Beach
2016a, 2). Nevertheless, the selection of mechanisms is the result of an intensive process that
already started before reviewing literature, background information, press and scholarly
articles. Once I engaged in the stage of data collection the list of possible options grew as I
discovered new literature and previous scholarly research on the topic. The next step was to
narrow that list of competing options to a manageable and substantiated set of potential options.
From the dissection of my background and theory chapter, I found that some conditions
of my list could be classified and divided according to which level they operated in. Primarily,
top-down or bottom-up settings. Nonetheless, some remained unclassified not fitting one or the
other. Thus, I identified external conditions that might affect both top-down and bottom-up
structures, which left me with a third category that I labeled “context-related conditions”. As a
result, I divided my list of potential conditions into these categories, which in turn proved useful
to highlight factors and empirical fingerprints in a more systematized manner. Nonetheless, the
conditions and subsequent mechanisms are not necessarily unique to the cases under analysis,
the search of the same type of conditions and resulting mechanisms can be applied to other
cases (e.g. Quebec, Scotland, Corsica…). This, in turn, enhances the external validity of the
analysis.
Ultimately, there are seven remaining conditions in my analysis. Three of them are in
the top-down classification, namely: the intra-party (within sub-nationalist parties) and interparty dynamics (among sub-nationalist parties), and the type of leadership (within subnationalist parties). Two are classified as the bottom-up set of conditions, specifically: the
strength of popular mobilization for independence, and; the existence or absence of strong pro32

independence associational structures. Lastly, the two conditions from the context-related
category are: associated political violence and type of socioeconomic context (as experienced
at the regional level).
As the nature of these mechanisms is abstract and often unobservable, I identified
empirical indicators to trace them20 (Bennett and Checkel 2016, 16). Yet, some mechanisms
were harder to trace empirically than others, hampering productive continuity and the certainty
of causal inference. To counteract this downside, I disclose my theoretical framework in table
1.
Table 1. Theoretical Framework
Type

Top-down

Condition

Mechanism

INTRA – PARTY

FACTIONALISM

COHESION

INTER – PARTY

COMPETITION

COOPERATION

LEADERSHIP

CONTESTING

ACCOMMODATIONIST

POPULAR MOBILIZATION

STRONG

ABSENT/LOW

ASSOCIATIONAL STRUCTURES

STRONG

ABSENT/WEAK

ASSOCIATED POLITICAL VIOLENCE

YES

NO

SOCIOECONOMIC CONTEXT

ADVANTAGEOUS

ADVERSE

Bottom-up

Contextual

Source: Own elaboration from my theoretical framework, based on the reviewed literature.

Data Collection
At this stage I had to determine what types of data were more suitable for the identification and
tracking of indicators. The point of departure was a focused, descriptive account of the two
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cases to capture key similarities and differences within the research. I thereafter combined the
historical overview with a document and literature review. Next, I moved on to discuss more
tentatively what could help account for the difference in outcome applying existing theoretical
frames to signal out relevant variables to help account for the divergence. Lastly, the
employment of PT generated the last insights to complete my study.
In order to ensure construct validity, I collected data from heterogeneous source material
(from historical accounts, local press and radio broadcasts21, journal articles and previous
scholarly research on the subject). Furthermore, I triangulated the data to mitigate potential
bias of the used sources (Yin 1994, 85). Additionally, I also generated data from my PT
analysis. For that, the access to diversified accounts fostered a thorough understanding of the
mechanisms at stake and contributed to capturing different dimensions of the same
phenomenon (Honorene 2017, 93). An advantage of studying sub-nationalist movements
within Spain has been language familiarity, which facilitated access and collection of more
(and more heterogeneous) data, such as content in Spanish and Catalan, beside English. This
also contributed to the goal of covering a wide range of narratives towards unbiased results.

Coding
My analysis results from an induction-deduction cycle, or what some scholars refer to as
abduction (della Porta and Keating 2008, 350). For the coding part, I started the
operationalization by constructing a codebook that served as a guide in the data collection of
conditions. In this case, due to the qualitative nature of my study, the judgment had to rely on
subjective interpretations. Despite being elementary, the operationalization and creation of
such categories is systematic and adds reliability to the study (Kaarbo and Beasley 1999, 384).
The coding took place in three steps, starting with a describing draft code that was more
elementary. Next, I refined it, bringing out causal links and tracing these in such a process
towards each outcome. And, finally, I made a brief outline with the information generated so
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far on each condition and mechanism. This proved useful when comparing the two cases and
helped disclosing the transitions between phases and the causality logic behind it.

Concepts and Measurement
The theoretical and historical exploration (chapters 2 and 4), altogether with the extensive
literature research, provided highly contextualized knowledge about each case. Due to the
thoroughness and specificity obtained from choosing to compare only two cases with an indepth approach, the qualitative researcher is more likely to learn more about the case(s). This,
in turn, enables detection of complex and interrelated causal relationships. Furthermore, it
contributes to making such research less prone to misspecification or exclusion of key
conditions (Mahoney 2007b, 130).

Tradeoffs of process tracing
Qualitative data is most controversial when it comes to causal inference (Gerring 2006, 157),
whereas the weakness of the comparative approach is about sorting out rival explanations
because it may fall in the “few cases and many variables” problem (Lijphart 1971). Likewise,
when the comparative analysis employs the within-nation strategy, based on subnational units,
it is assumed to limit the generalizability of the results (Snyder 2001, 103). Aware of these
downfalls, I have prioritized thoroughness when theorizing mechanisms and tracing their
observable empirics. This is to enhance transparency and external validity where possible
(Beach 2017, 22). Furthermore, the analysis of subnational units is gaining relevance in the
field of comparative politics as it argued to increase accuracy in coding the cases for further
studying causality (Snyder 2001, 93).
The interest of my research question derives from a genuine interest in understanding
particular historical real-world outcomes. Thus, the trade-off between control and
generalization is in this case overcome by the goal of capturing the essence of the particular
settings under study (Snyder 2001, 93). As I have adopted an ideographic approach that
prioritizes seizing the essence of the case(s) in question above generalization (della Porta and
Keating 2008). My findings may be a blueprint for further research aiming to develop a
typological theory for nationalist movements’ evolution between accommodation and
contestation performances toward their “containing” state. To mitigate the aforementioned
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trade-off I recommend further research to combine within-nation and between-nation
comparisons (recalling Snyder 2001, 104). Lastly, with regard to quality enhancement of the
research, I engaged in highly detailed specification to unpack causal mechanisms. The closer
the inspection of the causal logics the better will the resulting causal theories be (Beach 2017,
6).
As a most-similar research design, the requirement is of minimum of two cases that
share similar background conditions and yet different outcomes (Gerring 2006, 79). So, in
order to be more enlightening, I analyzed change through time, focusing mainly in the 20092019 period but taking into account history prior to 2009. The time period covered in my
analysis was decided according to recent events and the relevance of Catalan nationalism and
claims for independence in the last decade. My aim was to capture idiosyncratic features to
develop a comprehensive causal argument behind the analyzed processes. For it, I first
identified general causal factors from my literature and historical review, which I then
disaggregated into distinct steps that I linked to each other following a piecemeal logic (Gerring
2006, 157). The collection of such mechanistic evidence and empirical fingerprints contributes
to capture real-world causal processes accurately (Beach 2017, 5).

Critical Quality Assessment
One asset of closely examining processes with PT, is that it forces the researcher to consider
alternative pathways for each outcome. Ergo, forcing the researcher to take equifinality into
account (George and Bennett 2005, 207). All the resulting observations of PT require them to
be linked in a way that produces a logical explanation of the case. The lack of independence
among these observations is the feature argued to make PT “a powerful tool for inference” and
thus, valuable for theory development and theory testing (George and Bennett 2005, 207).
However, each part of the causal mechanisms has to be connected to the outcomes as
some sort of “map”. If the causal analysis fails in explaining a part of the process, there will be
a blackbox. To avoid blackboxing there needs to be an explicit discussion of the analyzed
mechanisms and underpinned theorization of the causal mechanisms as systems (looking at the
“whole picture”). Lastly, these need to be studied in practice by developing empirical
fingerprints (Beach 2016a, 2). This task is far from being simple. One reason for it is that the
methodological literature on PT is ambiguous and a source of discord regarding what causal
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mechanisms are and how the analysis should be pursued (Beach 2016a, 1). In this regard,
theoretical masking of causal mechanisms is also a danger faced by PT analysis. This happens
when the link between causes and outcomes is reduced to causal arrows without exposing the
logical thinking that has been applied. Nonetheless, all these concerns derive from the lack of
consensus in developing a methodology that standardizes counterfactual analysis (Beach
2016b, 16-17). Still, with that in mind, I have explicitly exposed the rationale behind my causal
arrows.
As a case of small-N study where I do not cross-check with other cases, I am aware of
the higher risk of confirmation bias compared to large-N studies. Moreover, even if I crosschecked with other cases, the explanatory assertions would still be difficult to evaluate since
the number of relevant real-world cases available are also limited (Ragin 1989, 10).
With respect to the internal validity and causal inference of my research, I have closely
and extensively regarded all possible options and paths to the outcome within the frame of
possibilities attributed to qualitative case studies and PT. Additionally, in terms of the external
validity of my research, it is inherently more difficult to achieve from a comparative case study
than from a large-N study (Yin 1994, 85). Thus, I have to highlight the specificity of the cases
under analysis, as both are sub-nationalist movements within Spain, and given that I am not
including sub-nationalist movements from different national contexts, geographical or cultural
areas. It is therefore important to carefully interpret the results and recall that, as a social
researcher in my aim to try to generalize findings to theory, I only provide with a tentative
causal argument that needs to be further tested.
Last but not least, the fourth aspect to assess research quality involves its reliability and
that other researchers need to be able to replicate my study (Yin 1994, 85). Again, this also
determines whether the findings can be applicable to other cases or not. For that purpose, I
have meticulously specified all the bibliographic sources and the pages where to find each
reference. However, to an extent, the reader has to rely on what I as analyst have judged to be
– or not– relevant aspects in the analysis. As this type of analysis contains some sort of
interpretation, there is the hazard of misrepresentation of the data.
In essence, findings from individual PT case studies do not entail a high degree of
external validity (Beach 2017, 23). Thus, not enabling for broader generalizations at this stage.
However, it already requires the deployment of enormous analytical resources to trace
mechanisms, then to trace each of their constituent parts, and then to processes-link
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mechanisms to each other (Beach 2017, 23). Therefore, I consciously decided to limit the
number of cases to a manageable level of workload, but that still could deliver valuable insights
on the subject.
Lastly, I followed Kaarbo and Beasley (1999, 377–87) in the “steps to comparative
study research” through the research cycle. After selecting the research question and the cases
viable for a focused comparison by an extensive literature review, I identified variables from
existing theory and previous studies of Catalan and Basque nationalist movements (Kaarbo and
Beasley 1999, 379). Next, I operationalized variables and constructed a case codebook, which
guided me in the collection of evidence enhancing systematicity (Kaarbo and Beasley 1999,
383). I then constructed a narrative case study telling a story allowing for realism and temporal
progression (Kaarbo and Beasley 1999, 385). Finally, I engaged in the comparison and theory
building stage where looking for patterns and relating the conditions and mechanisms to each
other and to how these translated into the outcomes (Kaarbo and Beasley 1999, 386).
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Next steps
As introduced by this chapter, the point of departure for my study is a focused, descriptive
account of the two cases in order to capture key similarities and differences. The combination
of a historical and literature review on the trajectories of the two movements proved insightful
in that regard. This historical tracing set the basis for signaling out the conditions and
corresponding empirical fingerprints for the analysis.
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Chapter 4:

Historical Background

According to Stein Rokkan and Robert Dahl, research on contemporary political issues calls
for a historical analysis of the roots and of the institutional framework’s role (as in Waldahl
and Aardal 2004, 253). Accordingly, this chapter explores the historical roots and development
of the Spanish, Catalan and Basque nationalist projects in their political and institutional
dimensions.

Nation-Building and Identity in Spain
The process of nation-building and formation of national identity in Spain has been territorially
uneven between regions, especially since the restoration of democracy after the dictatorship,
as it then promoted dual identities: regional and statewide (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 127;
Bollen and Medrano 1998).
The Spanish nationalist discourse in the recent past is preponderantly of the civic type,
yet the Spanish civic model of nation challenges and is challenged by the ethnic versions (Muro
and Quiroga 2005, 22). As a multi-cultural nation politically bounded by its Constitution,
Spanish civic nationalism links with Habermas’ constitutional patriotism (Habermas 1995),
that puts citizenship and civic principles before a shared culture. It can thus be described as a
modern, civic, plural and European amalgamation in a constant dialectical tension with the
“ethnic” peripheral nationalisms –Catalan and Basque (Muro and Quiroga 2005, 22).
Nonetheless, there is also a degree of difference between the Basque and Catalan peripheral
nationalisms. While Catalan nationalism is studied as predominantly civic and participative in
Spanish politics, its Basque counterpart is traditionally known to have been more exclusive and
more concerned of the pureness of the Basque race (Guibernau 2000, 58).
Going further, it is argued that rather than a unified ideology, Spanish nationalism has
two competing varieties shaped in the 19th century: the liberal and conservative-traditionalist
discourses (Muro and Quiroga 2005, 13). Though, the emergence of the Basque and Catalan
peripheral nationalist discourses towards the end of the 19th century would have brought the
Spanish nationalist liberal and conservative-traditionalist discourses closer together as a
counter-force against such regional sources of identity (Muro and Quiroga 2005, 15). The
merging of the Spanish nationalist discourses into one led to a significant shift in the 20th
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century, marking the beginning of the center-periphery tensions22 and consequently affecting
the imaginary of the Spanish nation (Muro and Quiroga 2005, 9; 25).
Of all Spanish regions, the two presenting the lowest feelings of belonging to Spain are
the Basque Country and Catalonia. On the other end, Andalucía, Extremadura and CastileMancha, present the highest sense of identification with Spain (Bollen and Medrano 1998,
612). Bollen and Medrano (1998) reveal that ethnic origin (birth and residence in a region),
education and regional economic specialization have a highly negative effect on Spanish
national identity while the regional languages operate as a symbol of distinctiveness. However,
the previous is assumed to be, at least partly, a consequence of Franco’s repression against nonCastilian languages (Bollen and Medrano 1998, 614). The complex political history of Spain –
especially in the last century – has led to a multiculturality where a “main Spanish identity”
has been weakened and where different national identities compete (Bollen and Medrano 1998,
614). In 1979, the autonomy given to the distinct regions within Spain, calling it the System of
Autonomous Communities. Thereafter, Catalonia and the Basque Country initiated processes
of effective regional nationalization23 (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 127). Moreover, such
process was more successful in the Catalan case, where in 1979 about 35% of the Catalans felt
only Spanish; this percentage had dropped to 7,5% in 2005 (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 136).
Certainly, this was facilitated by the uninterrupted government by nationalist CiU, headed by
Jordi Pujol, from 1980 to 2003. Legislation was approved in 1983 and 1998 to strengthen the
use of Catalan over Castilian Spanish in the educational, judicial and public spheres (Balfour
and Quiroga 2007a, 135).
In essence, the nature of the nation-building process of Spain fixed the structure of a
center and (its) peripheries. Later, the challenges of the 20th century intensified the peripheral
tensions with the center, explaining why contemporary Spain has a quasi-federal institutional
structure (Muro and Quiroga 2004). Guibernau (2000) refers to the Spanish political system as
the coexistence of a central and autonomous governments, highlighting how the latter in many
respects also operate as states. In the Catalan and Basque cases, their autonomous governments,
the Generalitat and Eusko Jaurlaritza, are in charge of wide-ranging public services (education,
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Spanish politics are often summarized as an exchange of attacks between Spanish and regional nationalisms

(Muro and Quiroga 2005, 9).
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As many Catalans and Basques that did not identify with their region would do so after the democratic transition

(Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 127).
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health, culture, housing, transport and agriculture) and have control over an autonomous police
force24. For its part, the central government is in charge of ministries of defense, justice,
economy and the international relations (Guibernau 2000, 61–62).

When did Spain become Spain?
After being occupied by varying groups and peoples (e.g. Romans, Visigoths and Moors)
different kingdoms and earldoms where established during the Reconquista (Reconquering)
from 718 onwards in the Iberian Peninsula, nowadays contained by Spain and Portugal. Such
territories gradually merged, until the Christian recapture of Granada in 1492. Even though this
process happened progressively, 1469 is usually considered as the inception of modern Spain.
That year, the Catholic Monarchs Isabella and Ferdinand – Crown of Castile and the Crown of
Aragon, respectively – got married, and ten years later they would officially unite their Crowns
or “the two Spains”25 (Diego de Valera 1878). From then on, the dynastic union gradually
developed into one united political entity.

4.2.1 Timeline of the Spanish state and Catalan and Basque nationalist
trajectories26
Taking the form of a timeline, this subsection provides a condensed historical reconstruction
and compilation of key events for the territorial and political delimitation of modern Spain in
figure 1. Thereafter, a synoptic timeline on Catalan and Basque nationalist trajectories is
presented in figure 2.
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Which coexists with the Spanish National Police and the “Civil Guard”.
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Citerior and Ulterior.
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Own elaboration from: (BBC News 2018, 2019, Torres Sans 2008, RTE 2014).
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th

9 century: Formation of first counties
(among them the County of Barcelona)

th

12 century: Formal union of the County
of Barcelona and Aragon.

th

th

14 - 15 centuries: Barcelona flourishes
economically as a commercial epicenter.

1469: Dynastic union of the Kingdoms of Castile and Aragon.
1492: Conception of modern Spain as one kingdom.

1640 - 52: Reapers War in Catalonia due to harsh taxation policies,
alleged as first signs of Catalan patriotism.

1716: Nueva Planta Decree and centralization of the Spanish state:
suppressed the regional assemblies in Catalonia and Aragon.

1705 - 14: War of Succession between House of
Bourbon and (winning) House of Habsburg.

1873: Internal tensions: insurrections by republicans and
supporters to the House of Bourbon.
1931: Return to democracy with the II Spanish Republic.

th

19 century: loss of the last Spanish colonies.
1939: Conservative right wing wins the war and Franco starts a centralist
dictatorship. Suppresses all forms of autonomy and regional languages.
1975: Transition to democracy.

1923 - 30: Centralist dictatorship by Primo de Rivera.
1936 - 39: Spanish Civil War (republicans vs. rightwing military coup).
1977: First free elections since 1936.

1978: Spanish Constitution and Decentralization model.
1998: Catalan, Basque and Galician sub-nationalists signed the Declaration
of Barcelona to be recognized as “historical nations”.

Figure 1. Timeline of the Spanish State
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1979: Regional Statutes of Autonomy set in place.
2008: Economic and financial crisis hits Spain and the
central government adopts severe budget cuts.

Catalonia

Basque Country

th

19 century: Renaixença movement promotes Catalan
language and culture. Inception of Catalan nationalism.

1901: Creation of the (Catalanist) Regionalist League.

1913: Limited self-governance given to the provinces
of the “Commonwealth of Catalonia”.
1923 - 30: Primo de Rivera suppresses self-governance.
1931: The II Republic puts in motion a regional
government, the Generalitat.

1939: Franco suppresses Catalan autonomy.

1894: PNV, is founded by Sabino Arana “the
father of Basque nationalism”.
1959: A group of Basque nationalists
founds ETA.

1977: Reactivation of the Generalitat.
1978: The coalition between CDC and UDC conforms
CiU as a Catalanist political federation.
1978 - 79: System of Autonomous Communities and
Statute of Autonomy is given to Catalonia.
1980: Jordi Pujol (CiU) holds the position as President
of the Generalitat for 23 years.

1968: ETA’s first deadly attack.
1975 - 78: Democratic Transition. System of
Autonomous Communities.
1980: Despite regional autonomy, ETA
intensifies its attacks.
1986: Herri Batasuna (HB or “ETA’s
political arm”) is constituted.

2003: CiU is replaced in the government
of the Generalitat.

1987: Deadliest bomb attack by ETA in
Barcelona.

2006: A reform of its Statute of Autonomy gives
more political and financial autonomy to Catalonia.

1998: Truce between ETA and Spanish
government.

2010: Part of the 2006 Statute is abrogated. Artur Mas
(CiU) wins the regional elections.
2012: ANC is founded. Pro-independence rally in
Barcelona (1,5 million participants).
2013: “Declaration of Sovereignty”.
2014: Referendum on independence is declared as
unconstitutional, but takes place (9-N).
2015: Secessionist coalition wins regional, resolution
to support independence at the Catalan parliament.

2016: Artur Mas is succeeded by Carles Puigdemont.
2017: New (illegal) referendum. The Generalitat declares
unilateral independence. Article 155 is applied.
2018: End over central rule over Catalonia and
reactivation of autonomy.

1999: End of truce.
2001: HB is outlawed and a new party,
Batasuna, is formed.
2006: Peace talks between ETA and Spanish
government.
2007: ETA returns to terrorist attacks.
2009: Ibarretxe (PNV) leaves office. Socialist
Party wins the regional elections.
2011: ETA announces end of its armed
activities.
2013: Batasuna disbands. A new sub-nationalist
party called Sortu is created.
2018: ETA announces complete dissolution
and end to its activity.

Figure 2. Timeline of Catalan and Basque nationalist trajectories
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Spanish, Catalan and Basque nationalist projects
To understand the nationalist projects at a national-Spanish and autonomic-Catalan/Basque
level, it is key to look back to the process of (Spanish) nation-building and track the evolution
of both Spanish and regional identities.
Before late in the 20th century dual identities, simultaneously Spanish and autonomic,
were standard as Spanish character had been reinvented not just as modern and democratic but
also as a dual identity – especially in Catalonia. Moreover, in the nineteenth century,
expressions of Spanishness and manifestations of attachment to the different regions happened
simultaneously, as the national and regional identities were compatible and non-competing
(Balfour and Quiroga 2007b, 202-203). It is also important to note that the industrialization
process in Spain did not properly and territorially more evenly pull off until the 60s of the 20 th
century (Marchal 2019). As for the latter half of the 19th century, Catalonia and the Basque
Country were at the forefront of industrialization in Spain, and especially the former,
experienced a process of cultural and language renaissance that Catalan nationalism originated
from (BBC News 2018). In the Basque case, Sabino Arana’s foundations of Basque
nationalism also happened as a reaction to industrialization and the immigration of workers
from the rest of Spain. While the Basque Country and Catalonia rapidly industrialized, most
Castilian lands remained agrarian (except Madrid and Asturias).
Interestingly, the Basque and Catalan nationalist movements were formed earlier than
modern “Spanish nationalism”, as the latter was a response to the pessimism and the “Spanish
problem” (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 143) derived from the disaster of 1898.27 The losses of
Cuba and the Philippines are commonly identified as the origin of Spanish modern nationalism,
which emerged from the initiative of Spanish intellectuals that presented the “problem of
Spain” from an essentialist point of view (Moya, Fusi, and Guerrero 2013; Núñez Seixas 2018)
and coining a new “authentic Spanish identity and character” as basically Castilian (Granja,
Beramendi, and Anguera 2001).

27

The Spanish-American War (1898) meant the Spanish loss of Cuba, the last remain of the Spanish Empire. As

in the first half of the 19th century, Spain had already lost most of its colonies in the Americas, the loss of Cuba
was the last straw to entomb Spanish national glorification.
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After almost half a century of Francoist dictatorship (1939-1975), the Spanish
Constitution of 1979 established the framework for deep political transformation. The model
evolved from deeply centralist to a considerably decentralized system of autonomous
communities, more in line with the pre-Franco decentralization tendencies of the Second
Republic (1931-1939). The centralist experience of the authoritarian regime made it necessary
to deal with some issues explicitly. In its Preamble, the Constitution proclaims the will of the
Spanish nation to protect all Spaniards and all the peoples of Spain in the exercise of human
rights, their cultures and traditions, languages and institutions (The Spanish Constitution 1978).
The memory of Francoist suppression of pre-existing autonomous political institutions, the
prohibition and repression of intra-state diversity, regional languages (other than Castilian) and
cultural particularities, help to explain the need for political decentralization right after the
dictatorship. Despite being equally discriminated during the authoritarian dictatorship, the two
regions responded differently. The Catalan nationalist response is generally considered less
violent than the Basque Country´s (Guibernau 2000, 58). In the Basque Country, where the
nationalist discourse had a more exclusive tradition of ethnic nationalism, nationalist-related
violence emerged already in 1959, founding year of ETA. Conversely, the Catalan nationalist
project preserved (mostly) a predominantly civic character (Guibernau 2000, 58; Serrano 2013,
523). Yet, the use of violence was also employed by Catalan nationalists during a short period
of time with Terra Lliure, a terrorist organization of Catalan nationalist ideology founded in
1979, dissolved in 1991 that formally disbanded in 1995. Moreover, while the Basque leftwing nationalists maintained their armed section (ETA) until 2018, the Catalan left-wingers
dissolved Tierra Lliure after a shorter period and causing only one direct fatality28 in contrast
to ETA’s 864 casualties (Bassa 2007).
Cultural and language repression29 under the dictatorship is often regarded as an
explanation to the higher dissociation with the Spanish statewide identity in the most
discriminated regions (Gillespie 2015; Guibernau 2000). Catalan and Basque nationalisms
were both identified as anti-Francoist, thus gaining domestic and international respectability as
pro-democratic forces. Their nationalist narratives also clearly identified, and still do today,
their regional conscience as inherently democratic. As for the identification of citizens with

28

In the bomb attack to an Hipercor supermarket in Barcelona in 1987, where Terra Lliure partnered with the

most experienced group of ETA.
29

On top of the evident political repression.
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Catalonia and the Basque Country, regional nationalists engaged in a mass nationalization
project, proven more successful than the central Spanish nationalist project. Catalan and
Basque identities were effectively fostered through the nationalist-regional narrative, using
regional symbols and myths (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 128).
Originally autonomist, Catalan nationalism was officially born in 1901, when regional
elites formed the Regionalist League, distinctive for its Catalanist character and proposing
industrialized Catalonia as the model that the rest of Spain should follow for its modernization.
The 19th century brought the industrialization of Catalonia, and with it some major social
changes that differentiated the region from the non-industrialized regions of Spain (Guibernau
2000, 56). Yet, Catalan identity was constructed in opposition to Castile, which represented
the “oppressive center” – perception reinforced during, and as a result of, the dictatorship.
Nevertheless, historically it did not translate in secessionist but rather autonomist claims, that
aimed for more political autonomy while seeking the Spanish state’s protection and access of
Catalan products to the (Spanish) market. A key strategy that equally engaged leftist and
conservative Catalan nationalists was the necessity to integrate Castilian speakers and
immigrants, through the Catalanist nation-building process (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 127133).
On the other hand, Basque nationalists emerged in the late 1890s, and since its early
stages presented secessionist claims (Balfour and Quiroga 2007b). It appeared as a reaction to
modernization and the subsequent labor immigration into the region. Sabino Arana, the father
of Basque nationalism, founded the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV) in 1895 based on an ethnic
and traditionalist ideology, where Basque culture was exclusive and unique to the Basque
race.30 Arana also often referred to the Basque Country as a country occupied by a foreign
power, meaning Spain. While some identified with his ideology, at first the party “made very
slow progress in electoral terms” (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 129). Additionally, whereas the
Basque nationalists did not succeed in creating a united political front with the other regional
parties on the political spectrum, the separatist group ETA gained popularity. Moreover, it is
worth recalling that it was formed during the dictatorship, in 1959, and started its violent
struggle to fight for an independent Basque state in northern Spain – and to a lesser extent in
South-Western France (Tremlett and Reuters 2010). At first ETA’s violence was identified as
30

Sabino Arana’s texts where often criticized for racist elements in his discourse. See Elorza, 2003., “Sabino

Arana: Cien Años de Euzkadi”.
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“against Franco”, so in its first years it easily gained broad popular support amongst the Basque
population. Nevertheless, their fight continued after the death of the dictator, and despite the
attempts of the organization of not only engage in the “military struggle” but also pull off its
political strategy, it never succeeded in the political arena (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 133).
Nevertheless, due to its numerous violent actions and the resultant high death toll, ETA became
listed as a terrorist organization by Spain, the United States and the European Union and loss
mass popularity. “From freedom fighters in the years of Francoism, ETA has become the
“barbaric other” (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 147).
In essence, during Francoism, both nationalist movements were completely repressed
by the dictatorship and it was not until 1978 when the System of Autonomies was put in place
that they entered the political arena through democratic competition. In the coming years, the
main regional nationalist parties, CiU in Catalonia and PNV in the Basque Country, with their
ups and downs, attracted autonomic nationalists and furthered autonomy claims. Through this
process, the nationalists consolidated the Basque and Catalan identities and, especially in
Basque case, this identity was presented as antagonistic to the Spanish. As a result, such
identities started “competing” with the broader Spanish national identity (Gillespie 2017a,
533).
Nonetheless, all this said, it should also be noted that Spain also presents two puzzling
cases, Navarre and Galicia, that “challenge commonsense perspectives on national identity and
nationalism” (Bollen and Medrano 1998, 612). The sense of identification and belonging to
Spain in Galicia, the other “historical nation”31 within Spain, is much higher than in Catalonia
and the Basque Country, and on an average-level with the other Spanish autonomous regions.
This is not only perplexing because it is considered to be a historical nation within Spain, but
because its regional language is even more widespread than Basque or Catalan, and it has a
particular seal of identity in its Celtic heritage and past (Bollen and Medrano 1998, 612).
Equally perplexing is the case of the Navarrese region, where survey respondents present the
strongest degree of national identification with Spain. This is striking because before the
inception of modern Spain, the Kingdom of Navarre alongside with the Kingdom of Aragon
where the main challengers to the bigger Kingdom of Castile. Besides, Catalan nationalist
discourse often goes back to its history as part of the Kingdom of Aragon, separate and distinct
31
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from Castile, but so too was the Navarrese Kingdom that nowadays strongly identifies as
Spanish. Lastly, it is also striking that the Basque nationalist discourse has claimed Navarre as
belonging to the Basque Country since its origins (Bollen and Medrano 1998, 612).

Catalan and Basque Sub-nationalist Movements
Despite the great increase of Catalan nationalist claims in the media and extended debate both
national and internationally, until about ten years ago media attention had been focused
elsewhere. Basque nationalism dominated political discussion and was seen as more radical
and sovereignty-oriented than the Catalan, especially under the mandate of the Basque regional
president, Juan Jose Ibarretxe (1999-2009). Catalan nationalism was until then observed as
moderate and accommodationist, in the sense of looking to pursue objectives within the
framework of the Spanish state (Gillespie 2017a, 534). While PNV eased its contesting claims
in the post-Ibarretxe era (from 2009), CiU started intensifying its nationalist element in 2010
(Gray and Gillespie 2015, 10).
In 2010, the Constitutional Court failed against some articles of the 2006 Catalan
Statute, thus invalidating those aspects that aimed at a more advanced Catalan autonomy
(Gillespie 2017a). The Catalan Statute with greater levels of autonomic sovereignty had been
approved in 2006, after Catalan political parties claimed the need of modernizing some
obsolete provisions from the 1978 Statute of Autonomy. In 2006, under José Luis Rodríguez
Zapatero’s leftist government, Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE), the Spanish
parliament had passed the proposed text, but in 2010 the main rightwing political party in
Spain, Partido Popular (PP), questioned its legality and raised the issue to the Constitutional
Court, which nullified some of the texts’ articles. Moreover, in 2011, the newly elected
President of Spain Mariano Rajoy (PP), turned down CiU’s more demanding terms for the
financial agreement. CiU’s economic proposals were similar to the Basque Economic
Agreement (Concierto Económico) (Gillespie 2017a).
In this tense setting, on September 12, 2012, the Regional day of Catalonia or “Diada”,
many Catalans took the streets in Barcelona achieving massive participation –with between 1
and 1,5 million attendees. This event would later be seen as a first clear show of independentism
(Piñol 2012).
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4.4.1 The last decade in Catalonia: the rise of a contesting nationalist
sentiment?
Before 2010, a clearly pro-independence stance was only held by the Republican Left of
Catalonia (Esquerra Republicana Catalana - ERC). However, the 2010-2012 period moved
towards intensifying demands from the Catalan government, and also from civil society. There
was a strong popular and political response after the failing against the articles on the Catalan
Statute of 2006 and the negative to the financial rearrangement proposed by the Catalan
government. The sentiment materialized in massive rallies and demonstrations. It was in these
demonstrations that a separatist tone would start to become widespread and replace the
previously held autonomist tone (Xicoy, Perales-García, and Xambó 2017, 1041).
The first big political move in the nationalist quest for secession happened on November
9th, 2014 or “9N”, when a “Catalan Self-determination Referendum” was held, also branded
as a “participation process” by the Generalitat (Generalitat de Catalunya 2014). It was a nonbinding vote, where a double folded question was posed. First, “Do you want Catalonia to
become a state?”: yes/ no. Then, “If yes, do you want this state to be independent?”: yes/ no 32.
The Catalan government claimed that the referendum had a participation of about 2 million
voters (2.305.290 from 5.4 eligible voters, and a total population as in January 2014 of
7.433.894 million; according to the Statistical Institute in Catalonia (Instituto de Estadística de
Cataluña n.d.). Nevertheless, due to the lack of a previous official census the exact ciphers of
participation cannot be extracted, according to national sources (RTVE 2014). Despite
polemics and sensitivities, Artur Mas described the 9N as a “total success” (RTVE 2014).
The next notable date for secessionism was October 1st, 2017, when a new referendum,
known as “1-O”33, this time declared illegal before being held, took place in Catalonia. In this
occasion, the referendum was banned by the Constitutional Tribunal but the Catalan
Government and its President at the time, Carles Puigdemont, encouraged citizens to
participate and celebrate it despite the ban by the central government. Additionally, expresident Mas made public calls to “all Catalans” to participate (Baquero 2017; BBC News
2018, 2019).
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See Appendix III.

33

Included as Appendix IV.
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In this second round, according to the Catalan government the level of participation was
of 2,2 million votes; with an abstention percentage of 58% and participation of 42% (Baquero
2017). The obtained results of this process were even more controversial than in 2014, due to
it lacking legal guarantees and there were alleged cases of people voting multiple times, as
identification control processes were questionable (RTVE 2014). Moreover, the regional
government could not disaggregate the census nor the vote counting method. Nevertheless,
despite the uncertain nature of the results, the participation was slightly lower than compared
to the referendum of 2014, yet 90% of the counted votes supported secession, representing a
36,6% of the last validated census in Catalonia, and less than a 27% of the population of
Catalonia (Baquero 2017).
All in all, the percentage of pro-independentism among Catalans was around 10% in
2006, but has since grown considerably (Alcalde and Aguiar 2017, 11). Essentially, the
separatist sentiment in Catalonia definitely took off in 2010 when a faction of the “old Catalan
nationalism”, traditionally moderate politically, opted for drifting towards independentism,
known as the deriva independentista (the independentist drift) (Serra, Ubasart i González, and
Martí i Puig 2018). The Diada of 2012 showed an unexpected vigor and strength of Catalan
nationalist sentiments. The 2014 and 2017 Catalan referendums further polarized and added
complexity to the issue. The deriva independentista culminated in a unilateral declaration of
independence (2017) that despite its lack of real effects, served to dynamite Catalan politics
(Serra, Ubasart i González, and Martí i Puig 2018). Moreover, the rise of new discursive,
economic, and legal elements in the last decade are also linked to the financial crisis that hit
Spain in 2008 (Xicoy, Perales-García, and Xambó 2017, 1041). Therefore the current situation
is not only the result of historical tensions between Catalan and Spanish nationalisms, but as
the conjunction of social, political and economic circumstances creating a favorable context
(Serra, Ubasart i González, and Martí i Puig 2018).

4.4.2 The last decade in the Basque Country: the easing of the contesting facet
of Basque nationalism?
While Catalan independence aspirations grew between 2010 and 2019, Basque secessionist
nationalism does not seem to have achieved any comparable developments in terms of political
initiatives or popular support in the last decade.
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Since the end of the Ibarretxe era in 2009, the PNV smoothed over its discourse, which
is attributed to the loss of strong leadership within the party, the pressure from the
accommodationist faction within the party and the negative image attributed to ETA’s
terrorism (Gillespie 2017b). In fact, between 2009 and 2012 the regional government passed
to the hands of a center-left coalition stepping in for the PNV, that had for decades been in
power. Moreover, the terrorist organization ETA announced its ceasefire in 2010. Then, in May
2018, after 59 years and at the toll of 800 victims, ETA announced its complete dissolution.
What is more, numerous sources (e.g. Aizpeolea 2017; Alonso 2017; Gillespie 2015) signal
that the separatist sentiment has, in point of fact, eased in the Basque region.
According to Alonso (2017), independentism is declining sharply and It is estimated
that only a 17% of the Basque population wishes to become a sovereign nation. The
Deustobarómetro Social, a social barometer by the Deusto University in the Basque Country
registers citizens’ opinions every semester on issues of relevance to the Basque society. The
barometer also shows a decline in independentist sentiment within the Basque Country.
According to the barometer, 36% of Basques feel contrary to independence – the highest rate
registered since the barometer’s records (Deustobarómetro Social n.d.). Also, 2018 results
revealed that the percentage of support for the current territorial status (29%) was higher than
the ones in favor of an independent state (17%). 38% of the respondents were in favor of some
increment of autonomy that does not involve separating from Spain (Alonso 2017, and El
Mundo 2018). Lastly, from 2009-2019, no major separatist protests, demonstrations or
initiatives (social or political) were identified.

Recap
Regional nationalists have held power in both Catalonia and the Basque Country since the
restoration of democracy. Through the regional governments and subsequent competencies and
institutions, policies of mass nationalization that fostered Catalan and Basque identities have
been prioritized. In this regard, the peripheral political elites have proved more effective than
their central Spanish counterpart, as they have succeeded in promoting a stronger identification
with their regions than with the central state (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a).
In the last years, the emergence of pro-independentism has been stronger in the Catalan
case. Moreover, it has promoted a shift in CiU’s discourse to a progressively clearer and bolder
pro-sovereignty stance, also bringing together the main sub-nationalist parties (CiU and ERC).
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The last decade has been decisive in this transformation. In fact, ten years ago, the only Catalan
nationalist parties that openly supported independence since the 1980s were Popular Union
Candidacy (Candidatura d’Unitat Popular - CUP) and Republican Left of Catalonia (ERC).
The civil society’s support for independence was until then around the 10% but has kept
gradually growing since (Alcalde and Aguiar 2017; Botran 2012). By contrast, the PNV only
engaged in a relative and non-decisive pro-sovereignty politicking. The reactions from each
regional civil society also diverged, showing a more vibrant civil society in Catalonia when
contraposed to, the often considered more passive, Basque society (Gray and Gillespie 2015,
10). These differing reactions are attributed to the convergence of several factors, among them,
stronger social and economic effects from the 2008 crisis in Catalonia than in the Basque
Country. On top of that, the failure of the Catalan Statute of Autonomy and its renegotiation
for more advantageous fiscal arrangements with the central government is also argued to have
frustrated Catalans (Gray and Gillespie 2015, 10).
Furthermore, Catalonia’s stronger associational structures, exemplified in the creation
of the Catalan National Assembly (ANC), which is also considered to have contributed to the
rise of Catalan pro-independence. The Basque scenario, due to the negative impact of ETA on
public opinion, faced a bigger challenge in mobilizing civil society. ETA’s terrorism also
affected the political sphere, dividing nationalist sentiments and positions in the Basque
Country (Gray and Gillespie 2015, 10). On top of that, political parties linked to ETA were
banned, e.g. Batasuna, which contributed to destabilize sub-nationalist politics. Euskadi not
only lacked grassroots movements compared to Catalonia, but it also lost the political
momentum under Ibarretxe’s lead that was directed to advance the regions’ autonomy. The
Plan Ibarretxe (Ibarretxe’s Plan), officially called “Political Statute of the Community of the
Basque Country”, was approved by the Basque Parliament in December 2004. It was thereafter
sent to the Spanish Lower House, which in January 2005 ruled against the reform –arguing that
the plan was covertly secessionist, unilateral and unconstitutional in itself (El Mundo 2005;
TORRES 2008). Since that failed attempt, the PNV has maintained an accommodationist form
of nationalism and an ambiguous territorial discourse, avoiding to engage in openly proindependence campaigning (Gillespie 2017b).
The effects of the financial crisis were strongly felt in Spain ever since 2008, and are
considered to have influenced the rise of the secessionist claims in Catalonia (Gray and
Gillespie 2015). Studies show that austerity measures after the 2008 financial crisis affected
negatively citizens’ perception of Spanish politics and institutions. On top of that, political
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corruption scandals contributed to further discredit the central government (Torcal 2014, 1542).
These aspects are relevant in light of the rise of autonomist- separatist nationalism as the latter
defines itself in opposition to these discredited political channels and institutions. However,
given the diverse routes taken by Catalan and Basque nationalists, their differing economic
status and uneven political elites-civil society relationships, it is difficult to draw general
conclusions (Gillespie 2017a, 533).
In essence, the emergence and evolution of peripheral nationalists forced Spanish
identity and the concept of the Spanish nation to adapt and redefine itself as dual and civic
(Muro and Quiroga 2005). The multicultural history of Spain and the trauma of Francoism led
to the 1978 Constitution, which sat the boundaries for the decentralization process and the new
model of autonomies. It fixed two decentralization pathways to reach political autonomy: the
“fast” and the “slow” track. While the fast track was designed for Catalonia, the Basque
Country and Galicia; the slow track was meant for all the other communities apart from the
three aforementioned. The slow track was where the political autonomy and competencies
would be transferred gradually from the central government (Carreño 2018). The model was
designed to give autonomy to the bulk of Spanish communities with no exception apart from
the different speeds in the concession of autonomy. It became soon known as café para todos
(coffee for everybody), even though the formulation made differences between the historical
regions and the rest of the territories within Spain. It triggered the “competition for further
devolution and autonomous rights that in turn led to the radicalization of demands in Catalonia
and the Basque Country” (Balfour and Quiroga 2007b, 198–99). With the new competencies,
Catalonia and the Basque Country autonomies proved more effective than the central
government in their mass nationalization programs, having therefore the latter to cope with a
strengthened pro-independence version of Catalan nationalism in the last years (Balfour and
Quiroga 2007a, 197).

Background-dimensions
To conclude with this chapter of historical-political trajectory and chronological review, I have
identified dynamics that are patent throughout the examination. This is pertinent for the study
as Rokkan gives great importance to context to explain human action. Accordingly, context
influences and guides human action, ergo goal-oriented social movements (Berntzen and Selle
1990).
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The historical timeline on the Catalan and Basque projects provided in this chapter
proved insightful for identifying differences in terms of the main elements found in each setting
and in terms of their timing. Amongst the most striking aspects were the differing performances
from a top-down perspective (between the regional sub-nationalist parties and within these,
their leadership). Likewise, the bottom-up performances within the two movements also proved
quite contrasting (the stronger associational structures in Catalonia and civil society
mobilization as opposed to Basque society’s passivity to active engagement in nationalist
mobilization). Additionally, the recurrent issues of the broader political and socio-economic
context and nationalist related violence, also both affected the movements differently. Two
examples of this latter dimension would be the economic crisis and political violence such as
terrorism.
Detecting these dimensions was helpful to the process of uncovering causal
mechanisms in the next stages of the analysis. As these guided the identification of three types
of conditions: top-down, bottom-up and context-related.
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Chapter 5:

Analysis

In this chapter I thoroughly examine the conditions identified in the previous review process.
And, consequently, the underlying causal mechanisms behind the differing Catalan and Basque
nationalist demeanors from 2009-2019.
As the analysis advances, the data points at the convergence of three types of conditions
as the keystone of the studied outcomes. The conditions’ mechanisms converge due to the
mutual influence that political leadership and grassroots or civil society organizations exert on
each other in the quest for independence. Thus, it makes sense to recognize that while a
nationalist movement’s political strategies and shifts are influenced by their intended
audiences, they also exert influence upon these, as a result of and resulting in higher/lower
popular support and mobilization. The analysis also reveals that top-down and bottom-up
settings are also affected by context-related conditions. Amongst these are the broader-context
circumstances, center-periphery dynamics, economic, cultural and political resources and the
political and socio-economic context and nationalist related violence (e.g. economic crisis and
terrorism). Accordingly, I find a holistic explanation for the sub-nationalist mobilization
outcomes not only from the conjunction of top-down and bottom-up conditions but also, and
importantly, of these context-related conditions.

Phases
In order to make process tracing more traceable, I have divided the Catalan and Basque subnationalist trajectories into phases according to the prevailing trend of each’s territorial
discourse. For contextualizing purposes, the analyzed timeframe at the regional government
level departs from the restoration of democracy in the 1980s until 2019.
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5.1.1 The Generalitat on the territorial dimension: from accommodation to
contestation
According to the territorial discourse by the political party governing the Generalitat, I have
divided its trajectory according to which was the prevailing tone adopted: either contestation
or accommodation. See FIGURE 3.34

Accommodating Era (1980-2012)
From a top-down perspective, the accommodationist era lasted from 1980 until 2012. From
1980 until 2003, CiU’s governed at the Catalan Government under the presidency of Jordi
Pujol. From 2003 until 2006, the Socialist Party of Catalonia (PSC) took office under the
presidency of Pasqual Maragall. In 2006, PSC’s elected successor of Maragall was José
Montilla Aguilera, who in November that year won the regional elections and governed until
2010. That year, CiU made a comeback and Artur Mas became President of the Generalitat.
During Pujol’s years, CiU focused on “developing the Catalan nation through building
up the institutions of self-governance” within the Spanish state (Anwen 2015, 81). The
presidencies of the PSC under Pasqual Maragall and José Montilla based the territorial
discourse around Catalanism and autonomy, but did not “contest” the Spanish state, as the PSC
is the regional branch of a state-wide party (PSOE) and its spirit is federalist (Gillespie 2015,
9–13). Next, CiU in 2010, under Artur Mas’ first term of office, kept the conventional pattern
of the accommodationist discourse (Gillespie 2015, 5).
My analysis points at a non-decisive shift in 2010, when some aspects of the 2006
Statute were declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional Tribunal. At that moment CiU for
the first time used the term “self-determination” as an election pledge in 2010 (Field 2015, 116117). Nevertheless, this move is seen an electoral strategy and not as a conclusive shift in CiU
and Artur Mas’ territorial ambitions or strategy.
Nevertheless, the trigger for a decisive shift from accommodation (prior to 2012) to
contestation (from 2012) is found in the Diada of September 2012. This event not only provided
massive mobilization as a show of the of strength of pro-independence support; it also involved
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concrete calls for political action from civil organizations (ANC) to Catalan governing elites
(Catalan parliament).

Contesting Era (2012-present)
Seen the massive popular mobilization by civil groups on the Diada (September) 2012, Artur
Mas called early elections in November. These led way to his second term of office, in which
Artur Mas personalized a conclusive pro-sovereignty shift in his, and CiU’s, discourse
(Gillespie 2015, 5). The result of the elections was a CiU led minority government backed up
by its until then rival on the right-left spectrum, ERC. This government “systemically took
steps to hold a referendum on Catalonia’s relationship with Spain” (Field 2015, 117). Thus, I
point at this event, as the trigger to inaugurate the succeeding contesting era.
The Generalitat’s contestation that CiU opened with Artur Mas, is also spotlighted as it
might paved the way for the coalition government of PDeCAT-JxSi-CDC headed by Carles
Puigdemont between 2016-2017 (Catalunya Radio 2017).
Nonetheless, after the Declaration of Independence of Catalonia on the 27th of October
2017, the Spanish government declared the application of the 155 Article of the Spanish
Constitution. This meant the intervention of Catalan autonomy by the central government and
the dismission of Carles Puigdemont from office. Thus, from October 2017 until June 2018,
the Generalitat’s institutional activity was in a sort of impasse until the autonomy was
recovered. The restoration happened in May 2018, with the investiture of Joaquim Torra
(JxCat) as president of the Generalitat by the newly elected regional Parliament in the regional
elections of December 2017. Thus, the investiture of Joaquim Torra’s JxCat and ERC coalition
government in May 2018 brought the Generalitat back to last years’ contesting discourse.35
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In October 2017, the central state intervened Catalonia’s Government. Puigdemont was removed from office

and the autonomy of the Generalitat suspended. Thus, until May 2018, the Generalitat went through a “paralysis”
or “freeze” fitting neither accommodation nor contesting categories until its reactivation with the investiture of
Joaquim Torra’s government.
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Figure 3. The Generalitat’s trajectory on the
territorial dimension divided into phases

5.1.2 The

Eusko

Jaurlaritza

on

the

territorial

dimension:

from

accommodation to contestation and back to the start
As regards the trajectory of the territorial strategies by regional government of the Basque
Country in the last decades, I divided these into three phases, see FIGURE 4.36

First Accommodationist Era (1980-1999)
With the adoption of the Statute of Autonomy of the Basque Country of 1979, most known as
the “Gernika Statute”, the regional government opened a new chapter of autonomous
government. The first lehendakari after the signature of the statute was Carlos Garaikoetxea
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from the PNV, who inaugurated the accommodationist trend during his years in charge (19801985). Despite being reelected in the charge in 1984, Garaikoetxea resigned in 1985 due to the
strong divisions with the party’s leadership, relieved by José Antonio Ardanza. Garaikoetxea
would in 1986 found a new Basque nationalist party from a PNV split: Eusko Alkartasuna
(EA). Lehendakari Ardanza would be in charge over a decade, from 1985 until he announced
his last legislature and stepped out from active politics in 1999.

Ibarretxe’s Contesting Era (1999-2009)37
Juan José Ibarretxe, from the contesting faction of the PNV, was elected as candidate to
Lehendakari by the PNV in 1998. The first of his three legislatures was marked by his adoption
of a clearly soberanista discourse, even called “blind nationalist” (El Imparcial 2008) which
broke with the until then, accommodationist tradition. His long mandate was possible due to
his coalition with the party EA. The clearest materialization of his contesting strategy was the
Ibarretxe’s Plan, announced in the Basque Parliament in 2001, later officially approved by the
later in 2004. Nevertheless, the proposal never made it at the Spanish Congress, where it was
rejected by an overwhelming majority. 38 Given the failure of the Ibarretxe Plan, Ibarretxe
proposed a new text in 2007, called “hoja de ruta” (roadmap) or “Ley Vasca de Consulta” (Law
on Basque Consultation) which projected a Basque referendum in 2008. Nevertheless, this law
was declared unconstitutional by the Constitutional Tribunal on the same year, marking the
end of the contesting political momentum (20 Minutos 2005; El Mundo 2005; TORRES 2008).
The trigger to shift from contestation (Prior to 2009) to accommodation (2009 an
onwards) is found in the Basque regional elections of 2009. More specifically with the winning
of the elections by a non-secessionist party (the PSE) and lehendakari (Patxi López).

Back to Accommodation (2009-current)
The loss of Ibarretxe’s political momentum became evident in 2009 as despite being proposed
as lehendakari candidate for the elections by the then President of the PNV, Iñigo Urkullu, the
party that achieved lehendakaritza or Basque Government was the PSE-EE led by Patxi Lopez.
The turn from PNV to the state-wide Spanish socialist party meant a return to
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accommodationist politics during Patxi López’s leadership from 2009 to 2012. Meanwhile, the
PNV designated Iñigo Urkullu as the party’s lehendakari candidate for the 2012 regional
elections. In this occasion, the PNV achieved government of the Basque Country and was able
to form a government on his own. In the elections of 2016, Urkullu was renewed in the charge
with the support of the state-wide party PSE-EE and is still in charge in 2020.
Contesting

Accommodating
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Figure 4. The Basque Government’s trajectory on the
territorial dimension divided into phases

Context-related Conditions
5.2.1 Peripheral Resources
The center-periphery cleavages outline the existence of –and conflict between– different
national identities in Spain. Now, in the midst of these center-periphery strains, a periphery
may or may not possess political, cultural and/or economic resources in its mobilization against
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the centralizing efforts of the center. In connection therewith is the belief that peripheries can
only obtain concessions from the center if they have credible exit options (Siroky, Mueller, and
Hechter 2016, 449). I thus argue that secessionist pressures against the center will depend on
the periphery’s available resources.
Therefore, understanding actors as rational in their decisions of mobilizing for
independence is key to account for different levels of secessionist mobilization (civil society)
and institutionalization (political parties) of Catalan and Basque sub-state nationalisms. That
mobilization can take different forms. It ranges from participating in public protests or, at the
level of (sub)nationalist parties, by shifting between contesting/accommodating stances. The
centrality of the resource variable is also underlined by the fact that, the rational actors involved
in these processes employ not only cost-benefit calculations in their decision-making but also
actual resources.

a) Cultural resources
As cultural resources I take UNESCO’s definition of cultural heritage as tangible and intangible
cultural heritage39. Tangible cultural resources encompass categories such as art pieces,
monuments, or sites; whereas intangible resources include from oral traditions, rituals or
language. In the case of peripheral nationalisms, identity is closely linked to vernacular
languages. For Balfour and Quiroga (2007, 204), “Language, religion, or the myth of a common
origin and history persist as defining elements of the nation”.
Drawing on Agnew (1985, 295), cultural resources are central in crafting and reproducing
national identity around the so-called peripheral distinctiveness while also (re)producing
networks of actors. In the same vein, national myths and symbols are means to assimilate
(sub)national identity as these are the core of the national imaginary which, in turn, molds the
identity of a community (Molina 2005 as in Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 130). In line with this,
van Dijk (2006) sees cultural resources such as history and traditions as essential tools for
national glorification in a, in this case, sub-nationalist discourse. Race, language and cultural
arguments serve to group and mobilize peripheric identities. Interestingly, political
mobilization can happen even when the peripheric language is only spoken by a minority, as it
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comes laden with historical significance, as is the case of the Euskera in the Basque Country
(Allardt as in Hagtvet 1992, 149).
Hence, both Catalan and Basque sub-nationalisms give great importance to their
cultural heritage. The defense and promotion of their vernacular languages, Catalan and
Euskera, might be the clearest example of this. In this connection are the “Catalanization”
efforts of the Generalitat, which have “undoubtedly helped in consolidate the idea of Catalonia
as a nation within the Spanish republic” by promoting Catalan culture but also consisted in
educational reforms to foster education in Catalan (Boyd 1997 as in Balfour and Quiroga
2007a, 130). As for Basque nationalists, the process of nation-building promoted by the PNV
since the 1930s (with a break during the Francoist decades), also sought to promote Basque
culture and the use of Euskera. After Franco died there was a rapid increase of public use of
Euskera and Catalan in the public sphere and through school, books or popular music. Private
channels maintained the use of the vernacular languages as well as sub-nationalist symbols
during the Francoist regime. Yet it is the public use of the vernacular languages since the 1980s
that is identified as the key means to transmit the sub-nationalist Basque and Catalan identities
(Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 132). Therefore, my analysis sees cultural channels as essential
resources for the development of Catalan and Basque sub-nationalist movements. In the same
vein, Crameri (2015, 112) highlights that beyond bottom-up and top-down analysis of the
nationalist movements, cultural elites are an essential pillar in the promotion of sub-national
culture and identity.
Confirming the significance and awareness of the role of cultural resources – with
special emphasis on language– for nation-building, both the Generalitat of Catalonia and the
Basque Government invest significant efforts to the promotion of Catalan and Euskera. The
Generalitat counts on and is in charge of several official bodies responsible of linguistic policy,
such as the General Directorate of Linguistic Policy, the Service to promote the use of Catalan,
and the Service of Linguistic Resources and Promotion of Catalan Studies and Language.40
Also the Basque Government is devoted to the protection, diffusion and promotion of Basque
heritage and Euskera language. This is also carried out via governmental institutions; the
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Cultural and Linguistic Policy Department and the Directorate of Promotion of the Euskera
language41.

b) Economic resources
By economic resources I mainly refer to the economic strength vis-à-vis the center, both at
present and in the past. In contrast to other European nations, the Spanish case does not confirm
the trend of “progressive center and backward peripheries” (Muro and Quiroga 2004, 19). As
a matter of fact, the wealthiest regions of Spain are Madrid, Catalonia and the Basque Country
according to 2019 data42. The wealth triangle of their main cities Madrid, Barcelona and Bilbao,
in that order, also attracts the largest proportion of economic activity in Spain (González 2019).
According to the Spanish National Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) the
regional GDP data for 2018 positions the Basque Country as the second highest in the country,
only after Madrid. In 2018, the national GDP was 25.727 euros; the Basque Country’s regional
GDP was 33.223 euros (29,14% above the national average) and; Catalonia’s GDP was 30.426
euros (18,26% above the national average). This data highlights the economic success of these
regions, and thus, the economic resources potential of the Basque Country and Catalonia.
Regarding the recent past, and as seen in the background chapter, industrialization in
Spain lagged behind its European neighbors. Renown historians such as Jordi Nadal even refer
to total failure of the industrial revolution in Spain between 1814-1913 (Marchal 2019).
Notwithstanding this nationwide delay, Catalonia and the Basque Country were the two regions
that pioneered the industrializing process. Catalonia in the textile industry and Euskadi in steel
and heavy industry. The industrialization process was uneven to the point that it is argued to
have configured a dual Spain, with a clearly differentiated and more advanced periphery than
the rest of the country – where the industrialization was limited (Marchal 2019).
In fact, the economic argument of Catalonia being one of the wealthiest regions of Spain
lies at the center of the Catalan pro-independence discourse. The reasoning is that Spanish
redistribution imposes a “disproportionate and unfair fiscal burden” – often referred to as fiscal
plundering (Dalle Mulle 2017). By the same token, the narrative justifies the rejection of state
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solidarity resorting to the argument that the rest of Spain is incompetent in terms of
administrating and managing their economic resources (due to central inefficacy and
corruption). For it, depicting the Catalan nation as a hardworking and entrepreneur collective,
which explains its higher economic prosperity as contraposed to the other Spaniards, especially
Andalusians (poorest region), as lazy (Dalle Mulle 2017). In essence, Catalan nationalists
blame the central government for an alleged low public expenditure in Catalonia and the slogan
“Spain steals from Catalonia” 43 spread from 2010 and onwards. There is also the same slogan
but directed at the center, thus reading “Madrid steals from us” (Vega 2019). In the same vein,
are last years’ attempts to enhance Catalonia`s fiscal terms and autonomy (Alcalde and Aguiar
2017, 11–12).
With regard to the Basque secessionist discourse, the basic premise is the alleged
economic viability of an independent Basque Country (Buesa as in Blanco 2004, 22). This
claim is based on the fact that the Basque Country’s economy is highly developed and one of
the most developed regional economies of Spain. Apart from having a highly developed
economy, another main argument is the regional GDP per capita, which is above the Spanish
average. That fact is often alleged to be proof that Euskadi would be better off without the rest
of Spain (Buesa as in Blanco 2004, 22-23). Another important point is the region’s economic
competitiveness compared with the European Union average, especially in the industry sector
(Buesa as in Blanco 2004, 23-24).

c) Political resources
Once again, both at present and past political resources have played a role in peripheral
nationalism. Historically, self-governed institutions establish a precedent for contemporary
demands of political autonomy as they generate regional identity (Guibernau 2000, 64).
Likewise, the process of the devolution of competencies from the central government to the
regional autonomies fosters cultural distinctiveness through cultural foundations such as
regional flags, anthems, folklore and traditions (Guibernau 2000, 64).
Between the XIII and XVIII centuries, Catalonia had its law-making body, called
Cortes Generales de Cataluña, which was divided in three arms: the ecclesiastical, the military
and the royal. Even though Catalonia was not the only territory comprehended by this organ,
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which represented the Crown of Aragon, Valencia and the Principality of Catalonia. The
relevance of this historical precedent, which Catalan sub-nationalist discourse sees as proof of
a past of self-rule, derives from it actually being a normative body44 (Kleiner-Liebau 2009, 68).
At present, as already mentioned, Catalonia has its own regional government called Generalitat
de Catalunya or el Govern de Catalunya. According to its official website, the Generalitat is
in charge of policy implementation and regional management, holding the executive function
and regulatory authority45.
The Basque Country also has its relevant historical-political legacy, primarily around
the Fueros. Concept to designate the “privileges granted to places outside the regular judicial
administration of the country”, mainly favorable tax treatment (Strong 1893, 317). Originally,
these Fueros stem from neighborhood councils also represented at the Juntas Generales,
legislative body of each historic territory within the Basque Country (Álava, Guipúzcoa and
Vizcaya). The Fueros are usually referred to as a system of Basque self-government since the
Middle Ages (Castells 2003; Pons 2016; Strong 1893). The regional privileges date roughly
from the fourteenth century and made the Basque provinces become known as “the exempt
provinces” (Strong 1893, 325). These were prevalent in the practical entirety of Euskadi by
1700’s, while the Basque territories of Álava, Vizcaya and Guipúzcoa operated as three, and
not one, independent republics (Pons 2016). The abolition of the Basque Fueros came in 1876
after the Third Carlist War with the restoration of absolutism by Alfonso XII – and with it,
Castilian centralism– (Castells 2003, 117). Yet, the abolition did not deprive the territories of
tax and revenue collection and laid the foundation for the Concierto Económico of 1878. In the
midst of the turmoil of the XIX century, and under Francoist dictatorship, many of these
privileges were again revoked. Nevertheless, the Spanish Constitution of 1978 set the basis for
the contemporary regional government: the Autonomy Statute of the Basque Country (1979)
and the Concierto Económico set in 1981.
At present, the Basque Country functions under its own regional government known in
Euskera as Eusko Jaurlaritza. According to its official website, the regional government and
the political system is structured around the Gernika Statute (which defines Euskadi’s
competencies); the –already mentioned– Concierto Económico (Basque Economic Agreement,
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defining the tax and treasury system); the Parlamento Vasco (the parliament, which as the
supreme body of Euskadi holds legislation and the approval of the autonomous community
budget); lastly, the Comisión Mixta de Transferencias (a commission in charge of agreeing the
terms of transfer of competencies from the central to the regional government).46 Furthermore,
accompanying the economic viability argument is the belief that a secessionist process would
also be facilitated by the institutional stability derived from the Basque Country having its own
regional government and subsequent institutions (Mikel Buesa as in Blanco 2004, 22).
In essence, political resources act as means to channel sub-state nationalism against the
center through regional representation and access to government. That is why the survival of
such self-governing institutions and contemporary sub-nationalist political parties,
representative bodies and civil society organizations are valuable resources for peripheral
mobilization.47
From the experience of the Spanish peripheries, the economic strength vis-à-vis Madrid
appears more relevant than cultural and political resources. Galicia, with a less favorable and
developed economic position compared to Catalonia or the Basque Country, exemplifies this.
Nevertheless, in terms of its cultural resources it is markedly distinct to other Spanish regions.
Among the most striking Galician particularities are its Celtic heritage, the muñeira dances
also known as gallegada (“the Galician thing”), or the Galician bagpipe music. Last but not
least, the Galician language is equally or even more widespread at the regional level than
Euskera or Catalan. Yet Galician identity does not conflict with the Spanish identity in the
same way as Basque or Catalan.48

5.2.2 Adverse socioeconomic context and political disillusionment with the
central government
Previous studies have pointed at the problem of the increasing distrust in Spanish institutions
after, or a result of, the economic crisis and related austerity measures (Torcal 2014, 1542).
However, panel survey data from 2011-2012 in Spain, showed that the main reasons of
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citizen’s mistrust in central institutions were two: poor management of the economic crisis and
corruption scandals (Torcal 2014, 1542).
The financial crisis outbreak in 2008 and the ensuing recession had important
implications in Spanish politics and not less, in peripheral tensions. It was under these hard
socioeconomic circumstances that public support for independence in Catalonia grew
dramatically (Crameri 2014; Gillespie 2015, 13). The governmental response to the economic
crisis was to adopt recentralization measures, and more notably since 2011 when Mariano
Rajoy (PP) won the election to the Spanish government. The ensuing austerity measures
imposed by the central government exacerbated center-Catalan tensions as the Catalan
nationalists felt its lack of autonomy in “the devolution model and of the general regional
financing system”. Furthermore, the high rates of participation in the Diada marches of 2012
must be carefully interpreted, as among the motivations were the perceived ineptitude of
Spanish politicians in handling Spain’s economic crisis (Gray and Gillespie 2015, 106).
The uncovering of corruption scandals affecting the main state-wide political parties49
reached a peak between 2011 and 2015 (Muro 2015, 30). The relevance of the worsening
economic context, economic grievances and political disillusionment is more visible in
Catalonia, these cases of corruption “reinforced the Catalan argument for an independent state”
(Alcalde and Aguiar 2017, 13-14). Essentially, the sense of injustice and blaming of Spain for
that injustice has proved productive as motivation for public mobilization and support for
independence (Crameri 2014, 113). Furthermore, economic arguments in the Catalan proindependence movement have contributed to the sway in public opinion among Catalans to
support independence (Muñoz and Tormos 2015, 338).
On another note, the Basque Country, having its special economic agreement and higher
fiscal autonomy, had more room to maneuver. Certainly, Catalan nationalists aspire to a similar
pact and higher financial autonomy. Such aspirations are noteworthy as Catalan nationalists
often pose the question “Why the Basques and not us?” (Lecumberri and Aroca 2017). Still,
the economic impact of the crisis and the austerity measures also led to tensions about the
Concierto Económico within the PNV. Yet, it did not detonate a contesting strategy from the
PNV as it had to look for alliances with non-nationalist parties. Additionally, contributing to
this accommodationist shift was the election of a non-nationalist lehendakari from 2009 until
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2012 (Patxi López-PSOE). He was later succeeded by Iñigo Urkullu (2012-currently), from the
PNV’s moderate faction (Gillespie 2015, 14).
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5.2.3 Sub-nationalist related violence: ETA and Terra Lliure

ETA

Terra Lliure

Figure 5. ETA and Terra Lliure compared

An application of the nonviolence theory clarifies that labelling Catalan sub-nationalism a
peaceful movement has facilitated political parties to promote a contesting discourse and
citizens to actively support independence. Figure 5 provides a quick glimpse of the two –
contrasting – organizations identified to have employed political violence for the Basque and
Catalonia nationalist causes.
The presence of ETA and its deployment of violence in the form of terrorist attacks
certainly affected the image of the Basque sub-nationalist cause. The moral burden of ETA’s
political violence hindered civil population from actively engaging with the cause (drawing
on Chenoweth and Stephan 2008, 2011). What is more, the PNV, concerned about being
associated with ETA, constrained its political alliance possibilities with other sub-nationalist
parties linked to the terrorist organization. This is one of the reasons why the PNV started
making alliances with Spanish state-wide political parties in the first place (Gillespie 2015, 9).
This was more evident in the Basque nationalist political arena where it promoted disarray and
factionalism. Contrary to the Catalan nationalist parties that have made coalitions and worked
more closely with each other, Basque nationalism has been divided in terms of whether or not
to support the armed struggle of ETA. Some examples of political parties backing up ETAs
actions are Bildu and Batasuna. Yet, even within ETA there have been important divisions and
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dissent about the use of violent tactics, which therefore ended up following antagonistic
pathways. Thus, it split into “two ETAs”: ETA political-military which stood for the
abandonment of all sorts of armed struggle (1981); and Herri Batasuna which opted for creating
a political and social movement (1978) simultaneously leading violent actions through ETA
military (Ramo 1992, 162).
Generally speaking, political violence is not associated with Catalan nationalism – as
Terra Lliure went unnoticed when compared to ETA’s armed struggle and terrorist campaigns.
Since the consolidation of the democracy after Francoism, ETA’s political violence has
progressively become discredited, losing the initial levels of popular support it enjoyed during
the dictatorship when it “fought” against political repression. The new territorial model of
autonomies established the Statute of self-government in the Basque Country in 1979, a turning
point to a generalized anti-violence discourse in the Basque society (Tejerina 2015, 8–9).
Democratic contexts enhance social movements and are against the use of violent tactics.
Accordingly, the political and civil tactics followed by mainstream Catalan nationalism since
the end of Terra Lliure three decades ago are more legitimate than the Basque that until very
recently (2018) did not drop terrorism (Tejerina 2015, 11). Therefore, the violence component
seems key to understand the differing levels of popular support attained in Catalonia and the
Basque Country.
The violence of ETA, originally directed against a repressive regime, was perceived as
legitimate by a large part of Basque society (Tejerina 2015, 7). Furthermore, ETA’s discourse
reached a low point with the democratic transition and the introduction of the self-governance
statute for the Basque Country in the late 1970s. Even within the Basque political sphere, the
non-acceptance of ETA’s violent tactics crystallized in the Agreement for the normalization
and Pacification of Euskadi (Pact of Ajuria-Enea). This pact was signed by all political parties
in Euskadi except Herri Batasuna on January 12th, 1988. It represented the formal starting point
of a cohesive attitude against nationalist terrorism – even by the nationalist parties (Tejerina
2015, 9). The progressive delegitimization of violent tactics is also notable in the case of Terra
Lliure after the Hipercor attack in Barcelona in 1987. The act was perpetrated by ETA and
argued to be in favor of the cause of Terra Lliure, however it marked the end of Catalan
nationalist’s political attitude of admiration towards ETA’s armed tactics (Rico 2017). Such
progressive delegitimization of political violence and the subsequent negative effects it had on
popular support by their attained peoples, is what actually marked the end of Terra Lliure in
the 1990s.
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Thus, Catalan nationalism reformulated much earlier abandoning violence and choosing
pacific channels through politics and civil organizations. Whereas Basque nationalism kept
feeling the negative effects of the image given by the most extreme faction of nationalists for
much longer: Batasuna (until 2003) and ETA (until 2018). Which has complicated Basque
people’s support for and identification with the sub-nationalist cause and rather fostering social
movements against ETA (Tejerina 2015, 13).

Top-Down Conditions
The current challenges to the final solution of the model of the state in Spain are driven by party
political elites, who contribute to producing divisive and enduring preferences about this issue
(Torcal and Mota, 2014, 498).

The line of argument adopted here is that rational actors behind the sub-nationalist parties
employ resources and/or resource prospects in their political agenda on secession. As pointed
out in the Theory Chapter, resources and votes – and the latter can be considered as a type of
political resources – constrain the strategies pursued by peripheral nationalists. Thus, the
territorial strategies of the main sub-nationalist parties: PNV in the Basque Country50 and CiU
and ERC in Catalonia; change between accommodation or contestation according to practical
terms (Gillespie 2015, 2018).
Taking the top-down approach even further, Mota and Torcal (2014) have studied the
effects of political parties (both regional and state-wide) on public opinion on the Spanish
territorial model, concluding that the former exert an influence upon the latter’s preferences.
Again, rational theory would explain the shifts of public opinion in terms of the economic
expectations related to the independence/secession. Such utilitarian motivations derive from a
rational economic-prospect-calculus of gains from the hypothetical secession. Basically, the
perception that an independent Catalonia or Basque Country would be economically more
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Sortu, the second most relevant nationalist party in Euskadi is not considered to adapt its territorial strategies in

the same way as PNV, CiU and ERC. Sortu is part of the Izquierda Abertzale movement (leftist nationalist and
secessionist), and considered as Batasuna’s political heir, and closely connected to ETA. For that matter, Sortu
has kept its radical profile and has not experienced any strategic shift between accommodation and contestation,
holding fast to its openly secessionist and contesting discourse against the central state (drawing from Gillespie
2015, 8; Tejerina 2015, 16).
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successful. According to their findings, Muñoz and Tormos (2015), claim the agency of
political elites to be more influential for citizens with ambivalent identities. Broadly speaking,
the shift in Catalan public opinion has moved from a generalized autonomist tone to a clearly
independentist tone (Muñoz and Tormos 2015, 315-16).
From the behavioral theory of competitive political parties, party-level factors explain
the change of strategies the main sub-nationalist parties have gone through. As for the Catalan
scope, CiU saw the growth in pro-independentism in 2012 in the Diada and massive popular
manifestations. The pressure from civil groups and organizations such as the ANC between the
time-period of 2012-2014 is thus identified as the trigger for CiU to redefine its territorial
objectives – until its dissolution in 2015, and for its successor PDeCAT thereafter (Gray and
Gillespie 2015, 15). Furthermore, these pressures from civil society are also seen as a main
reason for the ERC to commit with the pro-sovereignty parties, mainly its major rival, CiU
(Gray and Gillespie 2015, 15). Thus, the shift towards contestation by CiU and ERC can be
seen instrumentally as vote-seeking and office-seeking tactics (Anwen 2015, 80).
Simultaneously facilitated by centralized political arrangements between Catalan nationalist
parties. In turn, in terms of regional governance structures, the decentralized Basque scenario
has impeded thorough radicalization in the PNV (Gillespie 2017b, 406).
Before Juan José Ibarretxe became Basque Lehendakari in 1999 (until 2009), the PNV
was seen as the moderate nationalist party in the Basque Country (as contraposed to Batasuna,
Bildu, Sortu…). Nevertheless, Ibarretxe shifted to an openly contesting territorial policy. On
the other hand, CiU produced a first shift in 2006, with a “relatively critical discourse on
Catalonia’s relationship with Spain in the approach to the regional election of 2006” (Gillespie
2015, 8). CiU’s shift to the “deriva independentista”, the party had traditionally kept a low
profile in the territorial arena and did not engage in secessionism until 2011 when Artur Mas
became President of the Generalitat (El Mundo 2017). Some sources identify September 2012
as the key moment when Artur Mas shifted to an overt pro-sovereignty lexicon after the
massive mobilization achieved on the Diada (Gillespie 2015, 5). When it comes to ERC, even
though it had openly been the mainstream Catalan autonomist party since 1931, it also
markedly strengthened its soberanista discourse in the 2000s, but especially since it had
become a predominant political force in Catalan politics in 2014 (Gillespie 2015, 6). Moreover,
the ERC reformulated its arguments for secession, shifting from its traditional discourse around
the Catalan nation (ethnic argument) to the economic argument around citizens’ welfare and
economic prospects (Crameri 2015, 101).
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Such strategic shifts are also dependent on what these nationalist parties can credibly
stand for in the current struggle with the central state. Besides, other political priorities also
shape the territorial strategies pursued, this context-dependence derives from the fact that these
parties also stand for other socio-economic aspirations. For that matter, the competition with
other political parties at the regional politics level also constrains sub-nationalist strategies
(Anwen 2015, 79-80). In essence, sub-nationalist political parties and elites employ resources
in their vote-seeking, office-seeking, and policy-seeking efforts as these adapt to, and
simultaneously constrain, their territorial strategies between accommodation and contestation.
Ergo, from top-down perspective, sub-nationalist party-level factors have explained a
contesting and more unified strategy among Catalanist parties than in the Basque case. Even
then, some believe that “secession seems unlikely” from a top-down perspective as the Catalan
political elites would have “too much to lose by such a move and are most concerned with
winning further autonomy in specific areas that stabilize their own hold on regional power”
(Greer in Crameri 2105, 112).

5.3.1 Intra-party dynamics: factionalism or cohesion within the subnationalist parties?51
Within regionalist parties, factionalism is often identified as a constraining factor, that reduces
a party’s potential of influence and the capability to consolidate and standardize shifts in their
territorial strategies (Gomez-Reino, De Winter, & Lynch, 2006 as in Gillespie 2017b, 409,
419).
In the PNV, intra-party factionalism between accommodation or contestation advocates
is an explaining factor of the higher difficulty in radicalizing the territorial discourse. As a
matter of fact, factionalism has historically been a main feature of the PNV, which is, in turn,
also attributed to the fact that its discourse has historically been ambiguous and unclear
(Gillespie 2017b, 420). Whereas, on the contrary, lower levels of factionalism within CiU and
ERC would have facilitated the shift towards contestation (Gillespie 2017b, 406).
The PNV is known for having a patent division amongst its ranks. The clearest split
happened in 1986, with the schism of a faction within the PNV that regrouped forming Eusko
Alkartasuna (EA) (Artola 2000, 461). The more accommodationist sector for instance, was
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Review subsection 2.4.3. Factionalism on page 25.
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clearly not holding a leadership position under Ibarretxe’s presidency. The Plan Ibarretxe also
intensified old internal divisions about the territorial dimension, especially after Batasuna was
banned in 2003 and a section preferred to keep coalition options with (Spanish) state-wide
parties. Besides, there were also the ones that believed that it was better to uphold the existing
beneficial fiscal arrangement and sovereignty through accommodationism, instead of
jeopardizing with contesting politics (Gillespie 2017, 406-20). Lastly, the failure of Ibarretxe’s
plan coincided with renewed violence of ETA52 further divided the party. This also contributed
to the loss of the pro-sovereignty momentum and PNV’s return to an ambiguous territorial
discourse and accommodationist stance (Gillespie 2017, 421). Furthermore, even the
supposedly strong leadership of Ibarretxe’s between 1999-2009 suffered from rivalry between
soberanista and accommodationist sectors. In turn, CiU and ERC repeatedly proved more
cohesion when it came to the sovereignty question (drawing on Gillespie 2017, 408).

5.3.2 Inter-party dynamics: competition or cooperation between subnationalist political parties?
Spanish territorial decentralization in the 1980s provided with a space to the non-statewide
political parties and the “opportunity to extract electoral advantages from such territories,
interacting with existing national or ethnic identities to polarize inter-territorial conflict, and
creating subnational party system dynamics” (Mota and Torcal 2014b, 498). A further
advantage of peripheral nationalism in Spain is that it has been attributed a component of moral
legitimacy (Béjar 2010). Thus, political-territorial challenges in Spain depend upon party elites
that [re]produce and endure the interregional and territorial preferences of the public (Mota and
Torcal 2014, 498).
Catalan nationalists have since the soberanista boom in 2012, engaged in different
coalitions and joint projects in order to achieve formal independence from Spain. The main
examples of such are the Junts pel Si (JxSi – Together for Yes) candidacy of 2015, where CDC
and ERC alongside with Demòcrates de Catalunya (DC – Catalonia’s Democrats) and
Moviment d’Esquerres (MES – Left Movement) made a coalition aiming at a declaration of
independence of Catalonia (El País 2015). The coalition achieved such symbolic Declaration
of Independence through a resolution passed by the Parliament of Catalonia on October 27th,
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Since ETA broke the 2006 cease-fire it committed recurrent terrorist attacks with deadly victims in 2007, 2008,

2009 and 2010 (Menéndez 2011).
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2017, where it proclaimed the Catalan Republic. Right after, in November of 2017, a new
coalition led by Carles Puigdemont called Junts per Catalunya (JxCat –Together for Catalonia)
was formed by PDeCAT and CDC (Junts per Catalunya 2017). Such team-play between rightand left-wing nationalists brought together the strongest political parties in Catalonia so these
could achieve pro-independence policy making. Yet, the most emblematic example in this
setting was the team-play between CiU and ERC in January 2015, when both parties agreed on
presenting the same independence proposals to the Catalan elections of the same year (Gray
and Gillespie 2015, 31). Thus, the analysis of inter-party dynamics in Catalonia unveils that
the political parties made strategic choices in order to achieve concrete policy-seeking goals.
In the Basque nationalist movement, however, nation-building has been hindered by
the division between the different strands of Basque nationalism (Granada Cardona 2009). In
the same vein, the right-left divide has proved more pronounced in the Basque Country than in
Catalonia. As a matter of fact, the leftist sub-nationalism of the izquierda abertzale (patriotic
left) was born in the mid-20th century stemming from ETA, as a reaction to the predominant
conservative sub-nationalism of the PNV. The main distinction of the label was leftist and
secessionist, and is commonly referred to as the radical Basque nationalism (Calvo 2012, 377).
The main parties under the denomination of izquierda abertzale are: Batasuna, Euskal Herria
Bildu (often referred to as just Bildu) and Sortu. When it comes to soberanista inter-party
alliances, Bildu (2011-2015) was born itself as a coalition of smaller parties53. Another
soberanista coalition was Amaiur (2011-2016), which became bigger as it included the
previous coalition of Bildu alongside with Aralar54 and, since 2012, Sortu. Herri Batasuna (HB)
was originally also born as a coalition in 1978 officially becoming one party in 1986. HB
disappeared in 2001 giving rise to Batasuna. Nevertheless, rivalries and schisms within and
between the leftist parties and coalitions have characterized the izquierda abertzale movement.
For instance, HB directed serious accusations against Euskal Iraultzarako Alderdia (EIA-Party
for the Basque Revolution) and the coalition Euskadiko Ezkerra (1977-1993) for betraying the
cause and not being truly izquierda abertzale (Ceberio 1978; Soldevilla 2009). Similar
accusations have also been directed to Aralar, Sortu and Bildu (El País 2003). Also, the fact
that these coalitions and parties of the patriotic left have either disbanded due to internal
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Such as Eusko Alkartasuna, Alternatiba and Herritarron Garaia.
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Aralar is also a party of the patriotic left, active not only in the Basque Country but in the neighbor region of

Navarra.
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divisions (e.g. Bildu or Amaiur) or become outlawed (e.g. HB and Batasuna). Indeed, since the
genesis of ETA the discourse around Basque identity has been ineluctably alienated between
the democratic- radical divide (Béjar 2010, 424). This leads scholars to refer to the divided
nationalist front as the “current Basque problem”, meaning that the political fragmentation
altogether with the presence of ETA’s terrorism has impeded a solution to the territorial issue
(Granada Cardona 2009, 1). Furthermore, partnerships merging the conservative nationalist
movement of the PNV and the patriotic left have not taken place or materialized institutionally.
So, why CiU did embark upon radicalization while the PNV returned to moderation
when both parties competed to a large extent for the same votes with other sub-nationalist
parties in their corresponding region? My argument is that the Basque case shows that its subnationalist parties have not overcome the right-left divide for the “greater goal” of secession as
its Catalan counterparts, exemplified on the JxSi coalition by conservative and left nationalists.
All in all, my analysis outlines the consistency of competing nationalist parties in order
to achieve the greater goal of secession in Catalonia, even in the moments of higher tensions
within the main sub-nationalist party CiU, which finally led to its split in 2015, this was itself
a result of new secessionist inter-party alliances led by (CiU’s) CDC (Gillespie 2017b, 408).
By contrast, the ambiguity in the territorial discourse by the PNV in the Basque Country and
the factionalism within the PNV; and a lack of team play between the different nationalist
parties– among other reasons due to their association with ETA, e.g. Batasuna, Bildu and Sortu.

5.3.3 Accommodationist or Contesting Leadership?
Regional nationalists have held control over the regional governments since the 1980s, and in
both cases nationalist political elites implemented policies of nation-building and
reinforcement of national symbols and the regional languages (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a,
128). Artur Mas and Carles Puigdemont have both played important roles in promoting and
implementing territorially-contesting decisions. For instance, Mas in 2014 is attributed the
main merits of the consultation on the political future of Catalonia, accomplished within the
government by CDC, CiU and later PDeCAT while Puigdemont is attributed the credit of the
1-O referendum of 2017 (Europa Press 2017). Comparable to Mas and Puigdemont, on the
Basque side, Ibarretxe and his plan in the 2000-2009 timeframe were equally determinant in
swaying the PNV’s move from accommodation (before the 2000s) to contestation. Tables 3
and 4 provide an overview on the presidents of the Generalitat and lehendakaris’ territorial
discourse from 1980s until 2019.
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Table 2. Presidents of the Generalitat de Catalunya according to their territorial strategy

Accommodationist leaders
1980 - 2003

Jordi Pujol (CiU)
President of the Generalitat

2003 – 2006

Pasqual Maragall (PSC)55
President of the Generalitat

2006 - 2010

José Montilla Aguilera (PSC)
President of the Generalitat

Contesting leaders

Artur Mas (CiU-CDC)
President of the Generalitat
Carles Puigdemont (JxSi-CDCPDeCAT)
President of the Generalitat

2010 – 2016
2016 – 2018

Joaquim Torra (JxCat)
President of the Generalitat

2018 - current
Source: Own elaboration.

Table 3. Lehendakaris of the Basque Government according to their territorial strategy

Accommodationist leaders
1880-1985

Carlos Garaikoetxea Urriza (PNV)

1985 – 1999

José Antonio Ardanza (PNV)
Lehendakari

Contesting leaders

Juan José Ibarretxe (PNV-EA)
Lehendakari

1999 – 2009
2009 – 2012

Patxi López (PSE-EE)
Lehendakari

2012 - current

Iñigo Urkullu (PNV)
Lehendakari

Source: Own elaboration.

Bottom-up Conditions
“The question of how mobilized a minority nation becomes around the territorial demands
made in its name provides one of the biggest contrasts to emerge from comparison of the recent
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Pasqual Maragall coined the term federalism diferencial (differential federalism) which stood for higher fiscal

autonomy and competencies within the Spanish state. Maragall also explicitly addressed the issue of Catalonia’s
independence claiming that “independence and a federal Spain are not antagonic” and that “Catalonia actually is
independent” (Catalunya Radio 2003; El País 2004). PSC stands for Partido de los Socialistas de Catalunya (Party
for the Socialists of Catalonia).
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Basque and Catalan experiences” (Gillespie 2015, 18). Such profound contrast is visible
between the pro-independence strength achieved by bottom-up structures in Catalonia and the
lack of such in the Basque Country. The strength of bottom-up mobilization lies in its
changeover potential as popular protests are particularly critical junctures for change (drawing
on della Porta 2018). Furthermore, as Lazarsfeld, Berlson and Gaudet already acknowledged
over half a century ago, social structures also have a strong impact on voting behaviors as “a
person thinks, politically, as he is, socially” (von Schoultz 2017, 30).

5.4.1 In Catalonia
The success of Catalonia’s bottom-up movement is attributed to the massive number of
participants in the Diada rallies and pro-independence polls. In turn, such high levels of
participation are argued to have “galvanized Mas into action, prompting him to make the
commitment to a referendum demanded by the ANC” (Crameri 2015, 106). It is unsure if the
achieved level of civil commitment with pro-independentism in Catalonia would have been
possible without “top- down stimuli such as the nationalizing project of Jordi Pujol and the
growing sophistication of the pro-independence discourse of ERC” (Crameri 2015, 101). Yet,
Crameri notes that the mass mobilizations in Catalonia have been led by cultural elites through
civil associations, mainly: the ANC and Òmnium Cultural (Gillespie 2015, 16). It is also argued
that since CiU adopted the contestation discourse in 2012, the power of civil pro-independence
organizations in mobilizing society has been above political leaders’ influence (Crameri 2015,
101). Also, the rough socioeconomic context from 2008 is argued to have driven many
individuals into activism, and again, the main example is the 2012 massive popular
mobilization on Catalonia’s national day (Gillespie 2015, 5). Such public support and
mobilization for independence grew in Catalonia, placing pressure on [sub-nationalist] parties
to respond [CiU and ERC] (Gillespie 2017b, 415). In the Catalan case, besides the massive
participation in the Diada 2012, were the popular consultations of November 9th, 2014 (9N)
and October 1st, 2017 (“1-O”). On both occasions over two million of people participated in
the polls despite the precautionary suspension by the Spanish government.
Thus, associational structures in Catalonia have certainly played an important role as a
middle ground between political parties and civil society. The ANC’s “first major activity”
illustrates the organization’s central role in coordinating and planning activities. The ANC
called for popular participation in the Diada of 2012, which is estimated to have achieved
around 1,5 million participants. Moreover, the ANC used the occasion to call for Catalan
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politicians to promote independence. On the one hand, it sent a group of delegates to the
Catalan parliament to request pro-independence institutional actions. On the other, it closed the
march in the strategically chosen emplacement of Plaça Catalunya (Catalonia’s Square). Where
the president of the organization, Carme Forcadell, gave a speech that called for regional
politicians to celebrate a referendum on independence (Crameri 2015, 106–8). Another major
achievement by the ANC was the “Catalan Way” (Via Catalana) for the Diada of 2013. On
this occasion, the ANC coordinated the deployment of a human chain from the French border
to Valencian territory, which required a minimum of 400.000 participants. The organization
also created a website to organize the participation, counting on 5.000 ANC members and
volunteers placing one to coordinate the participants every 500meters. The ANC also arranged
transport, financing and entertainment activities around the big event. It also coordinated with
ARA (a Catalan pro-independence newspaper)56 to promote, and later echo, the event (Crameri
2015, 101). Furthermore, the ANC also arranged a “Gigafoto” initiative that consisted in taking
more than 100.000 photographs of the human chain and, posting it online (ANC’s website) to
engage participants and so these could search the photographs later. Also, between 2013 and
2014, a wide range of pro-independence-campaign activities were arranged by such civil
groups ranging from flashmobs to concerts, videos or international advertising (Crameri 2015,
99). On balance, all these actions connected participants and were felt as a form of political
agency in the (Catalan) national community (Crameri 2015, 112).

5.4.2 In the Basque Country
One feature characterizing the general trend of political attitudes of Spanish people is said to
be their political passivity (Montero and Torcal 1990, 131). Ironically, the review of the subnationalist mobilization in the Basque Country led to the “Spanish label” of politically passive
in this respect. The review of the movement underscores the lack of similar demonstrations of
massive mobilization for independence as the ones seen in Catalonia. In this regard, it is argued
that the lack of active involvement from civil society in the pro-sovereignty campaign
contributed to the loss of momentum of the attempts at the institutional level (Plan Ibarretxe)
(Gillespie 2017b, 420).
Some relevant aspects associated with Basque nationalism clarify such attitudes. Not
only is there the association of Basque nationalism with a formal network of violence, the
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terrorism of ETA, but also of what is known in Euskera as kale borroka (street fighting). The
kale borroka or “low level terrorism” of the Basque Country concerns the acts of street violence
by izquierda abertzale supporters, vigorous between the 1990s and the 2000s (ABC 2019; El
Diario Vasco 2006). Based on Chenoweth and Stephan’s (2008, 2011) “Why civil resistance
works better than non-violent movements”, this element of violence associated with Basque
nationalism would explain lower levels of active engagement from civil society. Furthermore,
as already analyzed in the Catalan movement, the ANC plays a key role as a sort of bridge
between institutional and popular engagement in the pro-independence discourse. However,
within my analysis there is no evidence of a similar structure for coordinating, mobilizing and
channel popular support in the Basque Country. This implies a lack of strong pro-independence
associational structures (further than cultural associations).
Nonetheless, there are exceptions to the passivity trend in sub-nationalist politics by
civil society in the Basque Country. When the economic crisis of 2008 burst in Spain, pressure
from both the political and the civil spheres is said to have combined urging for a prioritization
of economic policy (over territorial policy) (drawing on Gillespie 2017, 406). Besides, the
surge of an anti-violence popular consciousness strongly emerged with the Democratic
Transition in 1978, launching a social movement against ETA’s political violence (El País
2017; Tejerina 2015).

Causal Mechanisms: Relating Socio-economic, Top-down
and Bottom-up Conditions
As can be extracted from the previous sections, all these conditions relate and influence each
other. However, it is important to point out that no condition or mechanism alone can explain
the divergence. Therefore, it is difficult to put one category of conditions above the other. For
instance, the massive demonstration gave the impression to call on institutional actions for
independence while the Generalitat was under Mas’ presidency in 2012. Yet, the important role
played by cultural elites in associational structures as the ANC, highlight a sort of “middle
ground” between top-down and bottom-up leadership of the sub-nationalist movement.
Furthermore, as Kathryn Crameri (2015,106) expresses, the events “can be better explained as an
example of co-construction, since they illustrate the complex and reciprocal relationship between civil
movements and institutional action in fostering a pro-independence consensus”.
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Besides the pressures to coming from civil society, sub-nationalist parties also have to
adapt their strategies according to vote, office and policy objectives. In turn, these are
dependent on contextual conditions, in this case the impacts of the economic crisis and austerity
measures or the political disillusionment with the central government. In short, these conditions
had a stronger impact in Catalonia which can be argued to have triggered both bottom-up and
top-down responses on the territorial axis. For instance, CiU, and Artur Mas, are argued to have
shifted to contesting strategy as a response to civil pressures. Besides that, the progressive
regain of power by the ERC since 2012 (and especially 2014), also contributed to CiU’s shift
in a competition for the pro-independence voters (Gray and Gillespie 2015, 10). Later on, the
pro-independence team-play seen in Catalonia with coalition building of the main subnationalist parties in Catalonia as Junts pel Si in 2015 and Junts per Catalunya in 2017 to create
a unified front leaving left-right politics aside to prioritize the goal of secession. In turn, party
competition and rivalry between sub-nationalist parties in the Basque Country has not brought
the rightist PNV and leftist Sortu to form any electoral coalition or common project so far. The
only shift towards contestation was with the Ibarretxe Plan, thus the contestation momentum
is often associated with his personal soberanista leadership (Torres, 2008; de Pablo, de la
Granja, and Rubio Pobes 2011).
The burst of the global financial crisis in 2008 overtly brought to light the advantages
of the special Basque Economic Agreement. With its own system of financing system and
autonomy to establish and regulate the financial and tax relations with the Spanish state
(Balfour and Quiroga 2007a), the consequential economic cutbacks from the central state were
less felt in the Basque Country than in Catalonia. Moreover, the presence of ETA and its
terrorist attacks in the picture of Basque nationalism contrasts with the much more relaxed and
short-lived attempt of armed struggle by the Catalan organization Terra Lliure, composed by
the most radical wing of Catalan nationalism. The switch from means of terror (with few
victims57) and the change to peaceful means through political and civil organization channels
affected the levels of mass support attained in Catalonia and the Basque Country.
About the inter-party competition or cooperation dimension, it is noteworthy that the
right-left divide among Basque nationalist parties is more pronounced (also for the implications
of ETA and its association with the izquierda abertzale). Moreover, despite seeing coalition
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formation in the Catalan case (2015 and 2017), the left-right divide and competition is really
strong, and before Junts pel Si in 2015, CiU and ERC were mostly engaged in party competition
for the independentist votes.
In order to provide a comprehensive picture of the conditions and mechanisms at work,
these are presented in Figures 6 and 7.
Prevailing intra-party cohesion within
the main sub-nationalist parties
(except for CiU breakup in 2015)
Inter-party cooperation in robust proindependence coalitions
(JxSi in 2015 and JxCat in 2017)

Provided with
institutional
strength

Contesting Leadership by Artur Mas,
Carles Puigdemont and Joaquim Torra
Massive popular mobilization for
independence and efforts by strong
pro-independence civil organizations
(mainly the ANC)

Strengthened the
political discourse
by the subnationalist parties
and spread
secessionist identity

Gained secessionist
political momentum:

CONSOLIDATION
OF CONTESTATION

Adverse economic context since the
financial crisis of 2008
Political disillusionment with the
central government

Legitimized the
secessionist
discourse

Absence of political violence
associated with the secessionist
movement

Figure 6. Causal mechanisms of Catalan sub-nationalism
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PNV’s internal factionalism
Prevailing divisions and
competition among the main
sub-nationalist parties of the
spectrum

Eased institutional demands of
independence

Election of accommodationist
lehendakaris

Lack of (display of) massive
popular support for
independence
Lack of a civil organization
(comparable to the ANC) to
arrange, organize and provide
with economic and logistical
resources for mobilization

Lost secessionist
political momentum:

Contributed to a feeling of
conformity with
accommodationism (first
with Patxi Lopez and later
Iñigo Urkullu)
and of Ibarretxe’s
soberanista push being over

CONSOLIDATION OF
ACCOMMODATION

Figure 7. Causal mechanisms of Basque sub-nationalism

Counterfactual logic
In accordance with the previous and to close with the analysis chapter, I performed a
counterfactual evaluation for each condition. For that, I started with the top-down subset of
conditions, then followed by the assessment of the bottom-up and context-related conditions.
In accordance with Richard Gillespie (2017), my analysis stresses the relevance of
party-level factors to decisive strategic shifts in sub-nationalist movements. The basic contrast
between Basque and Catalan regional politics is found in the level of (de)centralization of its
party-culture (Gillespie 2017b, 406). On the one end, Basque party culture is more
decentralized and divided than Catalonia’s, which illuminates why Catalan sub-nationalist
parties have achieved more coordination committing to independence (Gillespie 2017, 406).
Hence, the intra-party factionalism characteristic of the Basque sub-nationalist parties – and
mainly of its leading sub-nationalist party, the PNV–, this feature has adversely affected the
attainment of a contesting institutional push. On the contrary, Catalan sub-nationalist benefited
from the clear shift towards contestation produced within CiU (in 2012), which despite the
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breakup between its two constituting parties in 201558, kept the secessionist discourse and the
contesting tone it had built in the previous years. The clear contesting trend by the ERC (since
2014) was also important, which neither left room for the moderate or accommodationist
factions. Thus, I argue that Basque factionalism has eroded the contesting push of its subnationalist movement from prior to 2010. Based on this, had it instead experienced contesting
cohesion, especially within the PNV (biggest regional party), the prevailing trend would have
been completely different.
In terms of inter-party dynamics among sub-nationalist parties, the prevalence of
competition in the Basque setting and the short-lived coalitions (when attained), contrasts with
the well-defined “united secessionist front” between Catalan sub-nationalists since 2012. In
this respect, the degree of dissent among Basque sub-nationalist parties has had the
disadvantage of having related political violence, which has to a high extent divided Basque
sub-nationalism (Gillespie 2015, 10). Thus, I argue that had the Basque sub-nationalist parties
achieved a robust secessionist coalition and “team played” around such goal, –for instance,
convoking pro-independence referendums or signing joined declarations of independence –
contestation would have arrived further at the institutional level.
The intra-party leadership within sub-nationalist parties being contesting or
accommodating has proved to play a central role in consolidating one or the other strategy and
discourse at the political level. Therefore, the attempts for enhancing Basque autonomy under
the lehendakaritza of Ibarretxe became known as the “Plan Ibarretxe”, and him as the
secessionist leader. What is more, when the electoral results in 2009 did not turn out good for
the PNV, the party attributed it to Ibarretxe’s contesting lead and decided to oust him from his
leadership position (Buesa 2017). In turn, the election of the next PNV lehendakari, the
moderate Urkullu, settled the accommodationist shift at the institutional level. In the same vein,
the adoption of a clearly pro-independence discourse by Catalan presidents, iconically Mas and
Puigdemont, helped anchoring the secessionist push in Catalonia through their institutional
efforts and initiatives (e.g. the Declaration of independence of 2017).

58

Both CDC and UDC decided to keep an overtly pro-independence discourse. What is more, CDC led way to

PdeCAT and JxCat.
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Apropos the bottom-up conditions, the strength of popular mobilization for
independence in Catalonia is probably its most striking feature altogether with their peaceful
and democratic character. On the contrary, the legacy of political violence and its negative
effects on popular opinion explain to a large extent the far less mobilization around sovereignty
demands in the Basque Country (Gillespie 2015, 10). Thus, from a democratic point of view,
Catalan sub-nationalism is more legitimate, and easier to engage with actively (Chenoweth and
Stephan 2008). Whereas the Basque bottom-up movement lost legitimacy given its association
with kale borroka and ETA. Essentially, the strength of Catalan sub-nationalist mobilization, I
argue, is closely connected to the absence of major political violence associated to the
movement. Which leads me to further hypothesize that had the demonstrations in Catalonia
escalated into massive violence, or Terra Lliure 59 remained active and caused more harm, it
would have negatively affected popular support for independence. Conversely, in the case of
the Basque Country, had ETA60 and kale borroka not existed in the first place, or not lasted
until recently (the 2000s); the nationalist cause would not have been so discredited and divided,
facilitating sub-nationalist mobilization and support in the Basque Country.
Moreover, also regional civil associations (as the ANC) have played an important role
not only creating platforms for sub-nationalist claims but also conducting popular mobilization,
even considered as “the driving force behind these” in the Catalan case (Crameri 2015, 15;
Olzak and Tsutsui 1998, 699). Which leads me to hypothesize that popular mobilization would
not have achieved such massive levels of popular participation or “success” in Catalonia
without the role played by its major pro-independence civil organization, the ANC. By the
same logic, Basque contestation would have been more achievable had it counted with such a
civil organization to network and conduct sub-nationalist mobilization and pressuring the
political arena for secession.
Lastly, the combination of an adverse socioeconomic context, political disillusionment
with Spanish (state-wide) politics and the failure at attaining a more advantageous financing
system in Catalonia have combined proved to bolster the shift to contestation since 2012. In
turn, whereas it is true that the spread of political disillusionment could be felt in the Basque
Country too, the Basque region already enjoyed a more advantageous regional financing
59

Or any other Catalanist terrorist organization.

60

The counterfactual logic on the violence condition is grounded in Chenoweth and Stephan's non-violence theory

(2008).
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system (Concierto Económico) added to the “less severe social and economic crisis compared
with Catalonia” (Gillespie 2015, 10). Thus, from a “democratic” point of view, the claims for
independence and for Catalonia’s own concierto económico, are seemingly considered more
reasonable and legitimate than similar claims from the Basque nationalists.
Thus, I conclude that the negative perception of the Spanish economic context and the
“we-are-better-off” prospects in Catalonia have fostered pro-independentism. Given the
relevance of the economic prospects for the involved rational actors, I argue that had it instead
been a thriving economic setting at the Spanish level altogether with a more advantageous
fiscal deal with Catalonia, contestation sentiments would have been notably lower.
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Chapter 6:

Findings and conclusions

Essentially, my findings provide an overall understanding of why Catalan and Basque subnationalist movements have recently evolved so differently and display contrasting levels of
secessionist assertiveness, which I have framed in terms of contestation and accommodation.

Case-specific findings
In a nutshell, this thesis explored the conditions and mechanisms behind the contrasting –and
uncoordinated (timewise)– secessionist momentums of Catalan and Basque sub-nationalist
movements in the 2010s. On the one hand, Catalonia’s contestation, and on the other, Basque
accommodation to the Spanish state.
After the in-depth study of the two cases, I reviewed scholarly sources and implemented
process-tracing on their trajectories. Through that journey I was able to identify three main
subsets of conditions to have favored either contestation or accommodation. Specifically, topdown, bottom-up and context-related conditions. From these subclasses, I further recognized
and focused on seven conditions that were noticeably contrasting in the two cases. The topdown conditions that were examined were the intra-party and inter-party dynamics61 and the
type of leadership within the main sub-nationalist parties. From the bottom-up scope, I assessed
the displays of strength of popular mobilization for independence and the existence or absence
of vigorous pro-independence associational structures in each case. Lastly, I looked at the
existence or absence of political violence associated to the movement and to each regional
socioeconomic context.
Effectively, the analysis of these conditions shed light on the different routes Catalan
and Basque sub-nationalist movements have taken regarding their secessionist attitudes. I can
thus provide a substantiated answer to my research question “Which conditions explain the
escalation of Catalan secessionist aspirations, and conversely, the tempering of such demands
by Basque nationalism in the timeframe 2009-2019?”
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For intra-party dynamics I refer to these within the main sub-nationalist parties; whereas for inter-party

dynamics I looked at the political spectrum of each regional movement.
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The short answer is that for the studied timeframe, the Catalan sub-nationalist
movement experienced the convergence of top-down, bottom-up and context-related
conditions that favored the shift to contestation. Essentially, secessionist teamplay at the
institutional level and strong contesting leadership met a tense socioeconomic backdrop
boosting pro-independence civil engagement, seeing massive mobilization and strong
associational structures. By contrast, Basque sub-nationalism lacked such favorable formula.
The top-down framework was reluctant to intensifying territorial demands after losing their
position in government to a state-wide party right after Ibarretxe’s contesting era. Hence,
factionalism and accommodationist leadership thrived in the PNV, and added to this was the
lack of secessionist inter-party teamplay. Additionally, the bottom-up and context-related
factors were also less favorable to a radicalization of the territorial discourse. Given that the
Basque Country lacked the massive mobilization and strong pro-independence structures of
their Catalonian counterparts”. Lastly, a less harsh economic context –due to its special
economic status– added to its history of related political violence weighed in favor of
moderation.
To illustrate the functioning of such conditions and the resulting causal mechanisms, I
condensed the findings in Figures 8 and 9 below.

Basque Accommodation

Top-down

Context-related

Main Sub-nationalist political
parties:
PNV,
Sortu (from 2011),
Bildu (from 2012)

Accommodationist
leaders:
Patxi Lopez
Iñigo Urkullu

Fails to form robust coalitions
aiming at independence
(instead: factionalism, schisms and
short-lived coalitions).

Patxi Lopez and Iñigo
Urkullu engage in
accommodating politics
and leave behind
Ibarretxe's institutional
efforts.

ETA
Kale Borroka

Use terrorism and street
violence to show support for
pro-independence subnationalism with the intent of
attracting public attention and
pressuring political elites on
the territorial issue.

Figure 8. Findings for the Basque sub-nationalist movement
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Catalonia's
Contestation
Top-down

Main Sub-nationalist
political parties:

Contesting Leaders:

CiU (until 2015),
ERC, JxSí (in 2015),
PdeCat (since 2016).

Artur Mas,
Carles Puigdemont
Joaquim Torra

Cooperated
forming electoral
coalitions and a
united
“independentist
front”
e.g. holding
Catalan
referendums on
independence
(2014 and 2017)
and declaring
Catalan
independence
(2017)

Adopted a straightforward secessionist
discourse, publicly
calling for active
engagement and
participation in proindependence initiatives
(e.g. the referendums).
At the institutional level,
Artur Mas and Carles
Puigdemont also put
forward proindependence initiatives
(the most obvious the
Declaration of
Independence of 2017)

Bottom-up

Vibrant Civil Society and
Civil organizations:
ANC,
Òmnium Cultural
Between 1.5 – 2 million people
participate in the 2014 and
2017referendums on independence.
Massive mobilization (e.g. popular
rallies: especially on the occasion of the
Diada from 2012 and onwards).
The ANC starts operating in 2012 aimed
at Catalonia's independence.
It organizes, coordinates and plans
activities to engage civil society (e.g.
Gigafoto, Via Catalana).
It provides with economic and logistic
means to these activities (e.g. funding,
advertising, transportation).
It also publicly calls for institutional
moves for secession by the political elites
(e.g. Carme Forcadell’s speech and it
sending a delegation to the Catalan
Parliament to request pro-independence
actions in 2012).

Figure 9. Findings for the Catalan sub-nationalist movement

My findings pinpoint low levels of factionalism within the main sub-nationalist parties, which
also favored cooperation amongst the regional sub-nationalist parties –despite ideological
differences. Equally central was the contesting intra-party (CiU, CDC, PDeCAT) and regional
leadership (presiding in the Generalitat), first Artur Mas, then Carles Puigdemont and lastly,
Joaquim Torra. Additionally, the bottom-up setting further “added to the mix” that led to the
enhancement of a contesting sub-nationalist discourse and mobilization. Civil society through
popular mobilization and the strong pro-independence associational structures propelled the
contestation shift. Such contestation assertiveness was indeed furthered by contextual
conditions that also seemed “right” for radicalizing the secessionist goal. On top of that, the
lack of major political violence associated to the Catalan nationalist movement morally
facilitated actively engaging with the cause. At the same time, Catalonia faced an adverse
economic context since the burst of the 2008 crisis and the ensuing budget cuts by the central
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government. On top of that was the lack of its much-coveted special agreement on fiscal
autonomy for Catalonia pressed for a change. Hence, the context-related conditions weighted
positively for secession in the rational actor calculus, and further fostered contestation at the
top-down and bottom-up levels.
On the other hand, as regards the Basque sub-nationalist movement between 20092019, the top-down, bottom-up and contextual settings led to the ease of its earlier contestation
trend (Ibarretxe era). Among the causes of such an outcome were top-down conditions as
PNV’s factionalism, with and the prevalence of its accommodationist faction between 20092019. Additionally, this coincided with the personal leadership at the regional level by
moderate lehendakaris, first Patxi López, then Iñigo Urkullu. Inter-party dynamics further
contributed to settle the shift from contestation to accommodationist politics as it lacked robust
secessionist coalitions or any other greater pro-independence initiatives at the institutional
level. Furthermore, from a bottom-up perspective, it also lacked civil pro-independence
mobilization at the street- and associational-level, which extended the feeling of conformity
with the status quo and the (top-down) accommodation. Additionally, despite the state-wide
economic crisis, the socioeconomic context in the Basque Country proved less prone to subnationalist outset because due to its special economic status and higher financial autonomy.
Lastly, the longstanding presence of terrorism (ETA) and street violence (kale borroka) added
a moral burden to the nationalist cause. This facet also hampered team-play and agreement
between sub-nationalist parties as well as active engagement by civil society.
Yet, my analysis does not mean that there are no other conditions at play for the
analyzed outcomes. However, coupling the review of previous research on the subject with PT
analysis, the conditions spotlighted here are the ones proved to have explanatory power and
evidence-based. Also, as already outlined in the theoretical chapter, it is important to emphasize
that no condition or mechanism alone explains the studied outcomes. Instead, I conclude that
it is the interplay of these and their coincidence in time that has explanatory value for each
setting.

General conclusions
My journey has led me to case-specific findings, which have been carefully interpreted and
contextualized as sub-nationalist movements within the Spanish state and given a particular
timeframe. Yet, these findings are of scientific relevance, given that sub-nationalist movements
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claiming independence are a recurrent issue for a large number of countries other than Spain.
As a social researcher I aim at extracting what, out of this, could be the foundations for a
generalizable theory on what causes sub-nationalist fluctuation between accommodation and
contestation.
Thus, my tentative broader hypothesis is that for a sub-nationalist movement to
experience a profound shift towards contestation it needs to have the following ingredients.
The formula has to be met at three levels: the top-down structures (political parties and elites),
the “bottom” (popular mobilization and associational structures that enhance the former), and
contextual conditions (such as the socioeconomic context –and prospects– and political
violence).
Moreover, I also hope that this thesis can provide a starting point for further research
on sub-nationalist outcomes to help accounting for their variation and in order to develop
typologies for more general analyses.

Recommendations for future research
In connection with the above, I encourage further research on the topic of sub-nationalist
fluctuations between accommodation and contestation outside of the Spanish setting, in order
to contribute to the growing field of sub-nationalism. For that goal, and to enhance
systematicity, I recommend using the same PT analysis and logic as employed here.
My analysis shows that the studied conditions and mechanisms are interconnected and
together explain the puzzling contrast between Catalan and Basque demands for independence.
Thus, at this stage, I emphasize the relevance of intersecting “appropriate” top-down, bottomup and context-related conditions. However, I cannot assign different causal weights to the
analyzed conditions, which opens the door to other researchers to study it in more detail. To
that effect, quantitative research may be particularly interesting to unveil the explanatory value
for contesting and accommodating outcomes of each condition.
Furthermore, could it be that the differences between Catalan and Basque trajectories
conceal diffusion processes? In this regard, it would be revealing to further study key top-down
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actors within the Catalan movement, such as the political62 and cultural63 elites. Have they
learnt something from the failed secessionist momentum of its Basque counterpart (Ibarretxe
Era) and accordingly adapted the secessionist strategy? May we discover that leading roles
within the movements have a higher causal weigh than other conditions studied here? Ideally,
such a study would interview the prominent personalities of the Catalan sub-nationalist
movement.

Closing remarks
A diverse body of scholarship has been brought together to give meaning to the contesting and
accommodating outcomes of two sub-nationalist movements that would, in principle, appear
to share so many commonalities and therefore should experience similar results. As my study
explores the implication of nations, parties and political participation, throughout this thesis
and its theoretical inputs, I followed Alford and Friedland’s (1974, 307-8) advice and
incorporated the study of the state-wide context, the economy and the role of elites and masses.
The main theoretical contribution of this thesis is to the field of sub-nationalism, and more
specifically on peripheral sub-nationalist movements. I have expanded on Richard Gillespie’s
previous comparative work on Catalan contestation and Basque accommodation to the Spanish
state. The center-periphery paradigm, rational choice theory, behavioral theories of competitive
political parties and theory on non-violent civil resistance have been the fundamental pillars
upon which I built my analysis.
As a final reflection, it is to be expected that Catalan and Basque sub-nationalist
demands will keep changing, fluctuating between accommodation and contestation. As subnationalist parties and civil society adapt their strategic options, preferences and demands
according to context, Catalan contestation may return to a more accommodating stance as may
as well the Basque secessionist discourse re-radicalize again. This line of thought is consistent
with the thinking of some of the major researchers in the field (e.g. Crameri 2015, 100;
Gillespie 2015, 11–12, 2017; Muro and Quiroga 2005, 25; Olzak and Tsutsui 1998, 698).

62

At the regional government and within the sub-nationalist parties. E.g. Artur Mas.

63

At the associational structures. E.g. Carme Forcadell (President of the ANC).
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APPENDICES
Appendix I
Note on resources: The Galician example 64
In essence, a region’s economic resources condition the interests of a periphery to challenge or
moderate its positioning against or towards the center. Thus, resources directly affect subnationalist strategies (drawing on Massetti and Schakel 2015, 866–69). Moreover, peripheral
languages facilitate political networking at the regional level, which at the same time outlines
the relevance of having political resources as regional representative territorial institutions
(Agnew 1985, 295; Deutsch 1987, 658; Wimmer 2018, 152–59). As it is shown in the table
below, out of the three historical nations, Galicia’s stands out. Galicia is not one of the top three
regional economies and its economic resources are not one of its salient features. Additionally,
the Basque and Catalan regions share the top three position of wealthiest regions in Spain with
Madrid. the Basque Country appeals to a long history of special treatment in terms of more
fiscal and political autonomy than other Spanish territories. On the other hand, Catalonia had
its regional assemblies from previous times as part of the Crown of Aragon (suppressed by the
Nueva Planta Decree in 1716). Later, a limited type of self-governance was given to Catalonia
between1913-1923 (suppressed by centralist dictator Primo de Rivera). Thus, Galicia, is a
region rich in terms of cultural and linguistic heritage, yet not as rich as the Basque Country of
Catalonia in terms of economic and political resources.
Table 4. Regional Resources “for Secession”
Catalonia

Basque Country

(Galicia)

Political

✓

✓

✗

Economic

✓

✓

✗

✓
✓
✓
Source: Own elaboration based on the reviewed literature and mainly (Balfour and Quiroga 2007a, 2007b;

Cultural

Bollen and Medrano 1998).

64

In connection with section 5.2.1. Regional Resources.
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Appendix II
Case Codebook on conditions – indicators
Intra-party factionalism: The indicators used to assess whether this condition is present, low
or absent have been the existence of marked factions, schisms vs. no evidence of such.
Inter-party competition/cooperation among nationalist parties: indicators employed to
assess competition have been data and evidence of non-attained or short-lived coalitions, interparty confrontation and blaming dynamics among sub-nationalist parties (e.g. as the
accusations among Basque nationalist parties seen on page 81). As regards cooperation,
indicators employed have been evidence of electoral and government coalitions by subnationalist parties, joint declarations or other institutional initiatives approved by majority at
the regional parliaments (such as the Plan Ibarretxe).
Intra-party and regional leadership as accommodationist/contesting: indicators for strong
pro-independence leadership were evidence found on public declarations by regional subnationalist leaders, personal association of secessionist project with a personal leader,
institutional efforts towards further autonomy vs. lack of such.
Civil pro-independence mobilization to be massively supported/not: indicators observed
ranged from evidence of massive popular protests, rallies, pro-independence activities,
marketing campaigns…vs. lack of such.
Political violence associated with the movement: indicators found were episodes of violence
such as terrorist attacks and street violence vs. lack of notable violence episodes and association
with peaceful protest.
Socioeconomic context as “regionally” advantageous/adverse: indicators used for this
condition have mainly been the regional GDP and the existence/lack of special region-state
arrangements or pacts of fiscal autonomy. Derived from this condition I included social
disillusionment with state-wide politics and the indicators for that were previous data from
panel surveys (Torcal 2014) and literature review.
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Appendix III
9-N Ballot Card (Referendum on Catalonia’s independence, 2014)

Figure 10. Snapshot of the 9-N ballot card (2014)
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Appendix IV
1-O Ballot Card (Second Referendum on Catalan independence, 2017)

Figure 11. Snapshot of the 1-O ballot card (2017)
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Appendix V
Article 155 of the Spanish Constitution
“Article 155. 1. If an Autonomous Community does not fulfil the obligations imposed upon it
by the Constitution or other laws, or acts in a way seriously prejudicing the general interests of
Spain, the Government, after lodging a complaint with the President of the Autonomous
Community and failing to receive satisfaction therefore, may, following approval granted by
an absolute majority of the Senate, take the measures necessary in order to compel the latter
forcibly to meet said obligations, or in order to protect the above-mentioned general interests.
2. With a view to implementing the measures provided in the foregoing clause, the Government
may issue instructions to all the authorities of the Autonomous Communities.”
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Appendix VI
Phases of CiU’s Territorial Strategy
Contesting
2020
2018
2016
2014

Accommodating

Joaquim Torra
Carles Puigdemont
Artur Mas

2012

2010
2008

Artur Mas

2006
2004
2002
2000
1998
1996
1994

1992

Jordi Pujol

1990
1988
1986
1984
1982
1980

Figure 12. Phases of CiU’s territorial strategy
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Appendix VII
Phases of ERC’s Territorial Strategy
Contesting

Accommodating

2020
2018
2016

Oriol
Junqueras

2014
2012
2010
2008

2006
2004
2002
2000
1998
1996
1994
1992
1990
1988
1986

1984
1982
1980

Figure 13. Phases of ERC’s territorial strategy

As regards the ERC, despite being a minor player in the previous decades to the soberanista
boom in Catalonia, it has since its origins legitimated independentism (Anwen 2015, 82–83).
The ERC was the mainstream Catalanist party before the Spanish Civil War in the 1930s as
founded by Estat Català, a pro-independence party that dates back to 1922 (Gray and Gillespie
2015, 6). But as for recent times, its contesting momentum is claimed to have started in January
2013, when the two main sub-nationalist parties of Catalonia (ERC and CiU) came together to
approve a document on the sovereignty of the Catalan people (Anwen 2015, 79). Following
this, in 2014, it regained political strength and emerged as one of the pivotal contesting actors
in Catalonia.
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Appendix VIII
Phases of PNV’s Territorial Strategy
Contesting

Accommodating

2020

2018
2016

Íñigo Urkullu

2014
2012
2010
2008
2006
2004

Juan José
Ibarretxe

2002

2000
1998
1996
1994
1992

José Antonio
Ardanza

1990
1988
1986
1984

1982

Carlos
Garaikoetxea

1980

Figure 14. Phases of PNV’s territorial strategy
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